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Abstract

Cheap, single-core, Microcontroller Units (MCUs) are typically considered
unfit to perform tasks with tight real-time constraints. The alternatives,
such as multi-core MCUs and Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs),
are generally more complex, and their hardware can be more expensive
to certify for extreme environments such as space. This thesis demon-
strates that, by utilizing the common Timer/Counter-peripheral, a mi-
crocontroller’s Central Processing Unit can be offloaded certain real-time
tasks. This re-introduces the microcontroller as a viable option in applica-
tions where minor real-time tasks were the only reason that an MCU was
not considered.

In this thesis, two MCUs are tested for their ability to perform a relatively
simple, but high-performance, real-time problem. The VA10820 by
Vorago and the SAMV71Q21 by Microchip (the SAMV71-series is the
closest Commercial Off-The-Shelf equivalent to the Radiation Hardened
SAMRH71). It is experimentally determined that both microcontrollers can
achieve nanosecond-scale precision and accuracy. Both devices are tested
for their ability to shape a specific output signal as a delayed response to an
asynchronous external trigger. On both devices, jitter is determined to be
less than or equal to 1 clock cycle due to rising edge detection. Since both
MCUs are running at 50 MHz during the tests performed in this thesis, we
find that the response time jitter is 20 ns (edge detection) plus 0.22 ns and
0.14 ns (jitter of the MCU-clock) for SAMV71 and VA10820 respectively.
The average accuracy is determined to deviate by less than 0.25% of the
target 1000 ns for both devices. Both Timer/Counter-modules shows an
average startup latency of roughly 3 clock cycles, limiting the modules
shortest possible response time to roughly 60 ns at 50 MHz clock frequency.
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CHAPTER 1

Background

1.1 Motivation

Selecting electronic components for use in space comes with a number of
challenges that can be neglected for most use-cases on Earth. The extreme
radiation environment, pressure levels (or lack thereof), and temperatures
of space, as well as the violent shaking, shocks, and noises experienced
during launch on a rocket means that no component can be guaranteed to
work in space unless it has been extensively tested for tolerance to all of
these stress factors. As a result, the market for space-qualified components
is extremely limited, and for the most part very expensive. For a long time,
these high prices have been known as an ”undeniable fact” of space instru-
mentation and, as a result, the short list of qualified components would al-
most exclusively contain high-performance solutions - contributing to fur-
ther increasing the cost per component. However, with the new space ap-
proach that’s been revolutionizing the space industry over the last decade,
driven by cheaper rocket launches and higher tolerated risk per payload,
what was previously known as an undeniable fact is no longer so. With the
philosophy of cheaper instrumentation due to cheaper launches brought in
by new space, small- and nano-satellites suddenly became more feasible [1].
Many actors, including industry giants such as NASA and ESA, started
investigating whether it would be possible to use Commercial Off-The-
Shelf (COTS) components in their cheap satellites, instead of the expensive
high performance components that had been dominating the space indus-
try since its dawn [2, 3, 4]. As a result, a new market opened up for less ca-
pable, much cheaper, radiation-enhanced components that could compete
with COTS devices - as these have little to no proven radiation tolerance.
One component-type that has seen an influx of available models is the Mi-
crocontroller Unit (MCU), where models like AtmegaS128, ATmegaS64M1,
MSP430FR5969-SP, ATSAMV71Q21RT, VA10820, VA41630, and SAMRH71
among others, have recently entered the market. These relatively cheap,
single-core, MCUs suddenly became interesting competitors for the job as
”brain” in any given payload. A job that has traditionally been occupied by
highly capable multi-core processors, highly versatile Field-Programmable
Gate Arrays (FPGAs), or even a combination of both. While these can not
be directly replaced by single-core MCUs in terms of performance, the rea-
son that the MCU has suddenly become competitive is because cheaper
missions can be more specialized and not necessarily require that same
amount of performance.

While using cheaper components comes with a lot of benefits, they
also produce some new challenges that need to be kept in mind when
deciding which specific component to go for. In the case of single-core
MCUs, fulfilling any potential real-time requirements may be one of those
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challenges. If the requirements are soft (the operation of the instrument
will not break down if a real-time deadline is not met), or if there is a lot of
time available for performing the task (e.g., the task needs to be completed
within seconds, not nanoseconds), there may be ways to implement the
system on an MCU without further consideration. But if the available
time is tight, high precision is required, and the consequences of failing
to meet the real-time requirements are catastrophic (or even just prevents
the instrument of doing what it should), it may soon be tempting to apply
for some extra funding in order to swap the MCU out for one of the high-
performance alternatives. Unfortunately, in some cases (e.g., low budget
academic/scientific instrumentation aiming for a demanding target orbit
and therefore can’t rely on Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) components),
sticking with a low performance, cheap, Radiation Hardened MCU may
be the only way to keep the project economically afloat. It may even
be impossible to supplement it with additional, task specific, real-time
hardware due to the small selection of cheap components combined with
the increased risk of being affected by damaging radiation events when
adding complexity to the system.

1.2 Introduction

This thesis will explore how to exploit a peripheral that is rather common in
MCUs, called the Timer/Counter (TC) peripheral, in order to squeeze some
extra real-time performance out of the system without adding hardware
complexity. TC-peripherals are typically meant for generating waveforms
of a repetitive pattern, but this this thesis will demonstrate that it is also
possible to make a TC-peripheral produce a semi-dynamic output that still
conforms to tight real-time requirements. Doing so may help the MCU re-
main a competitive candidate in specific scenarios where reducing cost is
crucial but there have been identified a few simple, critical, real-time re-
quirements. It may even help simplify instrumentation systems that are
already mature but face re-evaluation as new flight-opportunities emerge.
The TC peripheral is not the solution to all real-time problems, but it does
have some flexibility and depending a bit on the manufacturers implemen-
tation it may be configured to solve a variety of problems.

In order to explore the strengths and limitations of the TC peripheral, this
thesis will use the Norwegian Radiation Monitor (NORM) as a case study.
This instrument is built by a Norwegian company called Integrated Detec-
tor Electronics AS (IDEAS) on a European Space Agency (ESA) contract,
and the author of this thesis was part of the early prototyping stages where
part of his job was to prove that the instrument could run on an MCU. The
instrument is based on a silicon-diode detector and an Application Spe-
cific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) for readout and charge-amplification that
has, until now, always been accompanied by an FPGA due to an analog
calibration routine with tight real-time requirements [5, 6].
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The underlying objective of this thesis is to provide a foundation for select-
ing a one of two, specific, candidate MCUs for the NORM instrument. In
order for any MCU to even be up for consideration, it needs to be able to
perform the aforementioned analog calibration routine within its real-time
requirements. So the main goal of the thesis is to demonstrate that all can-
didates are able to do this task - ideally eliminating the performance of the
TC-module as a factor for consideration. The secondary goal is to provide
the reader with an analytical approach for breaking down a real-time task
to its main components, and converting these to a working implementa-
tion.

To fully understand why the space-qualified MCU-market is scarce, Chap-
ter 2 of the thesis will give a brief introduction to radiation effects in elec-
tronics - which is one of the main differentiators between operating elec-
tronics in space compared to Earth. Having an clear concept of what dan-
gers radiation effects pose should also help the reader understand why ra-
diation monitors like NORM will be vital for the future of both crewed and
uncrewed space exploration. In Chapter 3 the NORM instrument will be
introduced, and its requirements will be thoroughly explained. This in-
cludes a detailed description of the elements involved in an analog calibra-
tion, and why there are real-time requirements associated with this task.
In Chapter 4 the thesis will continue by examining differences in MCUs
and FPGAs, their real-time processing capabilities and inherent radiation
tolerances, as well as properly defining a few useful concepts of real-time
processing. The final few topics of the Theory part will cover tools that are
conventionally utilized for solving real-time problems on MCUs, in order
to properly understand their limitations. In Chapter 5, these limitations
will be put to the test by demonstrating why the analog calibration task is
difficult to perform by using conventional programming methods, as well
as thoroughly breaking the task down to its main components. An ap-
proach for how to investigate whether the Timer/Counter-module of an
MCU is able to do the job will then be presented. Next, the approach will
be executed in practice by implementing solutions to the real-time problem
on two specific MCU families that were considered for the NORM instru-
ment. These implementations will be verified to work by determining the
startup latency and response time jitter in both TC-modules. The results of
these tests will be presented in Chapter 6. Finally, the implications of the
test results will be discussed in Chapter 7, before concluding the thesis in
Chapter 8. Detailed code examples and alternative data presentations can
be found in the Appendix section.

The two MCU families relevant to this thesis will, in all examples, be dis-
cussed by using the following notation: VA10820 by Vorago and SAMx71
by Microchip. These MCUs differ significantly in capability and price, with
the most notable difference being that the, surprisingly cheap, VA10820 is
based on the ARM Cortex-M0 design and the, more conventionally priced,
SAMx71 is based on the ARM Cortex-M7 design. While this difference pro-
vides the SAMx71 with a much more powerful instruction-set on a general
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basis, this thesis will mainly be concerned with the differences in interrupt-
handling and interrupt latency.

For clarity, it needs to be specified that the SAMx71 notation represents
several MCUs in the product lines SAMV71 and SAMRH7. These MCUs
have identical architecture and performance for all sub-systems that will
be used in this thesis. The difference between the SAMV71 series and the
SAMRH71 series, that concerns this thesis, is the radiation-tolerance ratings
which can be in either the COTS, RT, or RH segments. There are other
differences, but they are not necessary to cover in the scope of this thesis.
Whenever any measurements are being made, the product number of the
specific MCU will be specified.
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Theory
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CHAPTER 2

Radiation
Radiation and how radiation interacts with electronics is a vast topic, and
it can’t all be covered in this thesis. The thesis will briefly cover the
essential principles and effects for understanding which considerations
are necessary when selecting processing power for a mission in space.
The main sources for this chapter are, unless otherwise specified, Knoll
[7], and Baumann & Kruckmeyer [8]. For further reading, the following
resources are also recommended: [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Before we dive into the
details that are most relevant for this thesis, let’s quickly recap some of the
fundamental concepts of radiation.

2.1 Particles and photons

The word radiation is typically used for atomic or sub-atomic scale energy
carriers that can, through some interaction, deposit energy into physical
material. This means that it can come in many forms and variants, such
as heavy, light, charged or uncharged. To get a brief overview of these
variants, let’s use the most commonly known types of radiation from
radioactive materials, α (alpha), β (beta) and γ (gamma) radiation, as
examples:

• α-radiation is a classifier for energetic He2+ ions (a helium atom
stripped of its two electrons). This particle contains 2 protons and
2 neutrons, which makes it relatively heavy compared to β and γ.
The large mass means that α-particles typically have a lower speed
than radiation of the two other classes, but it can still transfer heaps
of energy due to its relatively high charge.

• β-radiation is a classifier for energetic electrons and positrons. These
particles are much lighter than a He2+ ion, and will therefore often
have a higher speed. Additionally, as β-particles only has half the
charge of a He2+ ion, they have a lower chance of interacting with
physical matter than α-radiation, typically transferring less energy
when it does. The effect of charge will be further explained in Section
2.2.

• γ-radiation is the only one of these three classifiers that does not
represent a charged particle type of radiation. γ-rays are very short
wavelength, high energy, electromagnetic waves. Because they are
not electrically charged at all, they need to directly collide with atomic
nuclei or other particles in order to transfer any energy to it.
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2.2 Coulomb interactions

The reason that the charge of a particle matters when discussing radiation
is that charged particles can interact with other charged particles through
their electric fields - as opposed to direct collisions. The particles and pho-
tons we are discussing here are so small that there is a lot of empty space
around them relative to the size of the particles themselves. This is true
even for the particles that make up solid matter. So even if an energetic
uncharged particle (e.g., a high speed neutron or photon) comes zooming
through a piece of solid matter, the energetic particle won’t interact with the
solid matter unless there is a direct particle-to-particle collision. A highly
energetic charged particle, on the other hand, will interact with the matter
it passes through even if there is no direct contact/collisions between the
two. This is caused by what’s called Coulomb interactions. As particles in-
teract through the Coulomb forces generated by their colliding electromag-
netic fields. This effectively means that the highly energetic charged particle
and the low energy particles in the matter both occupy a larger interaction
volume than if the energetic particle was uncharged - drastically increasing
the likelihood of a collision, as well as the energy that can be transferred
during the collision.

The amount of energy that is deposited, per unit length, by a given particle
in a given absorber material is often referred to as the Linear Energy
Transfer (LET). In cases where Bremsstrahlung is a non significant transfer
mechanism, the LET for a charged particle with speed v and charge z (in
multiples of the electron charge, e) is dominated by the stopping power S
of the interaction with a specific absorber material. Stopping power can be
described with the Bethe formula

S = −dE
dx

= −4πe4z2

m0v2 NB (2.1)

where

B ≡ Z
[

ln
(

2m0v2

I

)
− ln

(
1− v2

c2

)
− v2

c2

]
For the purpose of this thesis, it is not important to understand all
the details of this formula, so the following will provide a simplified
explanation of its most important implications (see Knoll [7] for a complete
explanation). The point of bringing up Equation 2.1 in this thesis at all is
that, for many scenarios, most of its values will be constant. This makes it
possible to express the LET as a proportion to the variables that actually
change, in an attempt to understand how charged particle radiation
generally interact with electronics. So, by assuming non relativistic particle
speeds, and ignoring the constant values, it should be easier to see what
the formula implies.

LET ∝
z2

v2 (2.2)
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This confirms what has already been discussed. Particles of higher charge,
z, will deposit more energy as they traverse an absorber material than parti-
cles of a lower charge. The other, big, take-home message is that the amount
of energy a particle of a specific charge can transfer to an absorber depends
on its speed - but in a potentially counter-intuitive way. A particle with
high speed will have more kinetic energy than a particle with low speed,
so why does increasing the speed reduce the amount of energy that will be
transferred to the absorber? The simple explanation is that a particle with
higher speed will spend less time in the vicinity of the absorber material,
giving it less time to transfer energy, and vice versa.

Finally, it should be noted that this simplified explanation has ignored the
material properties of the absorber material, which, in the original formula
Equation 2.1 is represented by the number density, N, and the atomic
number, Z, of the absorber atoms. Both of these increase the stopping
power of an absorber, which in turn increases the Linear Energy Transfer
of an interaction between the absorber and an energetic particle.

2.3 The Space Environment: Heavy-ions and Highly
Energetic Particles

The more charge a particle has, the larger the Linear Energy Transfer be-
comes. At some charge, the LET grows large enough for the particle to start
significantly interacting with substances that are much less dense than solid
matter - such as gasses. The way a particle can obtain such a high charge is
basically by losing electrons - similar to how the He2+ ion/α particle has a
positive charge of 2e, due to the lack of two electrons. The term heavy-ion
typically refers to ionized atomic nuclei that are heavier than helium-4.

Their interaction with gasses prevents energetic heavy-ions from being
common on Earth, as the air in the atmosphere quickly stops them/drains
them of energy. In space, however, there is basically nothing these highly
energetic, highly charged, particles can interact with except low-density
plasma, and whatever other extremely scattered debris is flying around.
This means that the likelihood of an energetic heavy-ion losing energy
through collisions in space is low. At the same time, space has many sources
of heavy-ions - namely, stars. So, if seen from the perspective of the objects
scattered across space, such as our electrical instruments, interactions with
highly charged particles is quite likely.

Similarly to how heavy-ions are much more likely to maintain their
high speed and charge in space compared to on Earth, highly energetic
particles of lower charge also have an increased likelihood of maintaining
their energy in space compared to on Earth. This makes the radiation
environment in space much more demanding than the environment we
experience on Earth.
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2.4 Radiation effects in electronics

As some of the previous sections have briefly mentioned, all types of space
exploration will take place in a radiation environment that’s a lot tougher
than the environment on Earth. This fact can simply not be ignored when
writing the design specification for an instrument that’s going to space. It
is necessary to perform risk analyses, implement mitigation strategies, and
ensure the specific target environment is well enough understood in order
to increase the chances of success. Electronic components can malfunction
in a number of ways as a result of radiation, and electronics that are meant
for use in space will therefore often be designed specifically to mitigate
some of these effects - as well as undergo extensive testing to prove their
reliability. This process is called radiation hardening and screening, and com-
ponents that have a high level of proven radiation tolerance are typically
marketed as being Rad Hard.

The risk posed by radiation to the functionality of electronics needs to be
well understood in order to make an informed decision on component
selection. This is even true for missions where the risk of failure is
allowed to be high, e.g., missions using Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS)
components. Leaving these things to chance is a recipe for disaster when
operating in an environment as unforgiving as space.

2.4.1 Types of effects

There are multiple modes of interaction that can cause a large variety of
radiation effects in electronics. In order to understand the different effects,
it can be useful to categorize them. There are multiple ways to categorize
the effects, but arguably the simplest way to cover them all is by asking the
following two questions:

• Can the effect occur from a single radiation event, or are multiple
events over a long period of time necessary for the effect to cause
damage?

• Will the effect result in permanent damage, or is it possible to recover
from it?

The first question allows us to decide whether the effect is a Single Event
Effect (SEE), or a Cumulative Effect. The second question allows us to distin-
guish between so-called hard (permanent) and soft (reversible) errors.

Table 2.1 provides an overview of the most used categories of radiation
effects that can occur in electronics. This thesis will only describe the effects
that behave differently in components of the same type, and effects that
behave differently in MCUs and FPGAs. SEGR, SEB and DD will not be
covered here, so if the reader is curious about these effects, they are advised
to consider reading Baumann & Kruckmeyer [8].
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Table 2.1: Categorization of radiation effects in electronics
Single Event Effects Cumulative Effects

Non-destructive (soft) Destructive (hard) Ultimately Destructive (hard)
Single Event Upset (SEU) Single Event Latch-up (SEL) Total Ionizing Dose (TID)
Single Event
Functional Interrupt (SEFI)

Single Event Gate Rupture
(SEGR)

Displacement Damage (DD)

Some special cases of SEL
where current is naturally
limited so it does not
cause permanent damage.

Single Event Burnout (SEB)

Single Event Transient (SET)

2.4.2 Single Event Transient

The Single Event Transient is the result of an energetic particle depositing a
charge transient, a quick burst of charge, somewhere in an electronic com-
ponent. It can be called the archetype of all single event effects as all the
other SEEs start out as an SET before they develop into their respective ef-
fect. Which effect they develop into depends on where (in the electronic
component or circuit) the charge is deposited, the voltage bias in that area,
the amount of energy that’s transferred, the energy of the incoming radia-
tion, and many other factors. If a transient occurs somewhere that does not
immediately result in an error, it remains in the SET category. These tran-
sients may still propagate through traces and logic gates as a current-pulse
and potentially cause errors downstream - in a location where the charge
was not directly deposited.

All energetic ions traversing the semiconductor-part of an electronic mod-
ule will induce an SET. The SET occurs due to Coulomb interactions be-
tween the energetic charged particle and the silicon substrate of the elec-
tronic component. These interactions will transfer energy from the ener-
getic particle to particles in the substrate, ripping electrons loose from their
respective nucleus thereby generating pairs of charged electrons and holes
(see the illustration of stage 1 in Figure 2.1). In a hypothetical scenario
where no external force is applied to these, suddenly free, charge carriers,
free holes will quickly attract electrons back to recombine - neutralizing the
charge. In active electronic circuitry, however, there are millions of small
force fields that can prevent this from happening quickly.

Whenever an SET deposits charge in such a local electric field, the positive
terminal will attract the free electrons and the negative terminal will attract
the, now positively charged, holes1. This process is very fast, and the
current that’s deposited as a result of it is called a drift current (stage 2 in
Figure 2.1).

1 Some may find the word ”hole” confusing in this context, as it implies ”nothing” and
therefore ”no charge”, so keep in mind that the hole is really an atom with more protons
than electrons - yielding a net positive charge.
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of how charged particles striking a reverse-
biased N+/P diode will generate e-h pairs and how the subsequent charge
collection will result in a single-event current transient. The time-spans
are only indicative of their relative duration, and the actual duration
depends on a number of factors such as manufacturing process, component
topology, exact particle trajectory, etc. The illustration is adapted from
Figure 4-2 in [8]

As the drift current continues, a charge gradient that’s opposite to the exist-
ing electric field will build up. The local clusters of holes or electrons, that
were produced by the initial drift, suddenly find themselves in an environ-
ment that is no longer attractive because of the abundance of same-polarity
charge. The repelling effect of closely gathered, same-charge, particles start
to dominate. This starts a new, slightly slower process, called diffusion cur-
rent (stage 3 in Figure 2.1). The diffusion current will fade off as the free
electrons and holes disperse and recombine. Baumann & Kruckmeyer [8]
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compares this effect with a drop of ink being added to a glass of clear water,
where the ink represents excess charge in an electronic component. When
there’s a lot of ink in one place it spreads quickly, but the effect slows down
as the ink is more evenly distributed - until it is ultimately dispersed in the
entire volume of water.

The most charge-sensitive parts of an electronic component are reverse-
biased junctions [9]. In fact, it is this exact sensitivity that’s used to make
solid-state radiation detectors, such as the silicon diode detectors that are
used on the NORM instrument. This utilization, its impacts and what we
expect to measure from such a sensor will be discussed later in the thesis.

As briefly mentioned, an SET may still cause trouble even if it is deposited
in a location where it does not directly cause one of the sub category-
Single Event Effects. If an SET injects charge into digital circuitry, the
charge may be propagated to a location where an error can occur. When
passing through logic gates the transient will typically be attenuated (or
masked away entirely, e.g. by an and-gate where any other input is logical-
low). Therefore, the distance an SET can travel depends on the initial
amount of charge and the logic it has to pass through. If an SET ultimately
reaches a memory element, it may be latched in as an unintended bit
value. This effect depends on the operating frequency and the type of
memory element, as higher operating frequency means more chances for
the element to read the transient as a faulty value. When this happens, the
SET will become indistinguishable from a Single Event Upset. SETs can
also cause errors in analog circuitry, but those effects fall outside the scope
of this thesis.

2.4.3 Single Event Upset

Whenever a charge transient is injected directly into a sensitive region of
a memory element, there is a chance that it causes one or multiple bitflips.
A bitflip is the name of an event where a memory element, that is sup-
posed to store a binary bit of a given value, gets unintentionally flipped to
the opposite, wrong, value. When a bitflip is caused by a radiation event,
the event is classified as a Single Event Upset (SEU). The SEU is one of the
most prominent radiation-induced reliability problems both on Earth and
in high energy radiation environments.

2.4.4 Single Event Functional Interrupt

Bitflips can corrupt data or even corrupt the execution of program instruc-
tions, meaning that the severity will vary from event to event. When a
radiation induced bitflip occurs in a memory cell that is responsible for
program functionality, such as a configuration register, or in a Lookup Ta-
ble (LUT) that is responsible for circuit configuration in the case of FPGAs
- the radiation event is typically categorized as a Single Event Functional
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Interrupt (SEFI) instead of SEU. The severity of a SEFI will vary greatly
depending on exactly what it changes, and the specific functionality of the
system.

2.4.5 Soft Error Rate

When looking at an entire system, all the soft-error inducing Single Event
Effects, that are mentioned in the previous few sections, are typically
summed up to form a more complete picture. The Soft Error Rate (SER)
is a complex metric that depends on a variety of factors such as device/cir-
cuit parameters, the specific mission radiation environment, and probabil-
ities of various nuclear processes. It provides info about the rate of errors
given a specific set of conditions parameters. In the literature it is some-
times given in units of FIT/bit [10], where 1 Failures In Time (FIT) is equal
to 1 failure per 109 hours of operation, and other times given in units of
FIT/device [9]. In device datasheets, the term FIT is often omitted, and the
SER instead given as an approximation in units of errors/bit/day [14] or
errors/device/day [15] for a given target environment.

Regardless of how it is presented, the Soft Error Rate of a system will in-
crease with the number of memory elements. When a device is used in
space, the SER will typically always be high enough that it is necessary to
apply countermeasures (such as Error Detection And Correction (EDAC)).
EDAC is used for recovering corrupt data that is either stored in mem-
ory or transmitted through buses. Whether or not EDAC is implemented
in a system largely depends on the expected Soft Error Rate (SER), as im-
plementing EDAC either introduces redundant circuitry or needs to store
additional bits (which, in turn, reduces the memory capacity). Since the
number of memory elements scales proportionally with the size of a sys-
tem, EDAC will sometimes also be completely necessary for applications
on Earth. As an example, if a single device that will fail once every two
years is scaled to a system of 100 devices, the system as a whole will expe-
rience one failure per week across all devices. Baumann [9] (Section IV.A:
Product Reliability Impact) provides an excellent example on how relia-
bility in cell phone networks is heavily impacted by the sheer number of
devices that connects to each other.

However, in order to avoid overestimating the soft error rate, it is important
to comprehend parameters such as data sensitivity, timing sensitivity, and
logical masking [9]. If an SEU causes a bitflip in a region of memory that is
never used by the processor (e.g. in a configuration register for an unused
peripherals or in a bit that has already been read and will be overwritten
before it is ever used again), this bitflip will not make a difference in
the system reliability. Neither will SETs that reaches a memory element
without being clocked in, or an SET that is attenuated or masked out by
logic gates. Because of this, it can be difficult to calculate theoretical error
rates.
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2.4.6 Single Event Latchup
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of how parasitic Bipolar Junction Transistors (BJT)
transistors can be latent in CMOS technology. The heavy-ion trajectory
illustrates a potential mechanism of unwanted charge injection that can
cause a breakdown between the N-well and P-type silicon substrate. If
such a breakdown happens, an SEL can occur. The SEL can occur because
the current, caused by the injected charge, may kick-start a self-amplifying
current-loop in the parasitic thyristor (the pair of parasitic BJT transistors).
The illustration is inspired by figures in [8, 11, 16]. Proportions in the
illustration are not to scale.

The last Single Event Effect that will be introduced here is the Single Event
Latch-up (SEL). SEL is an effect that, in most cases, will be destructive un-
less it is detected immediately or if it occurs in a region that has a naturally
limited current source. The reason that the SEL is so dangerous is because
it can create a self-amplifying current-loop that causes incredibly high tem-
peratures - resulting in burnt chips, wires, or fuses. The only way to stop
such a current-loop, when it has occurred inside a chip, is to immediately
remove the power source of the entire chip - forcing an unscheduled reboot.
The electrical component that causes such a current-loop is the thyristor, but
a thyristor doesn’t need to be intentionally placed in a chip for the compo-
nent to be an SEL-hazard. Thyristors can appear unintentionally inside
a semiconductor due to the three dimensional nature of electron doping-
layers. These layers of doping are necessary in order to manufacture other
components such as transistors (see Figure 2.2). When a thyristor is unin-
tentional, it is often referred to as a parasitic thyristor - and these can be
very challenging to remove from a silicon semiconductor-based design.

It is not necessary to understand exactly how parasitic thyristors can be
latent in semiconductor ICs in order to follow this thesis. If further reading
is preferred, Scarpulla & Yarbrough [11] provides excellent illustrations and
explanations on the topic. The reason that SEL is introduced in this thesis,
is because it is one of the important testing criterion for space certified
electronic components. In order for an SEL to occur, a large amount charge
needs to be injected through an SET. Large amounts of injected charge will
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typically be caused by heavy-ions, which are a lot more common in space
than they are on Earth. Many Rad Hard components will be marketed
as immune to SEL for all ion-strikes with a Linear Energy Transfer below a
given threshold. This threshold will vary greatly between components, and
may be a decisive factor for component selection in certain applications.

2.4.7 Total Ionizing Dose

Unlike the aforementioned Single Event Effects, Total Ionizing Dose (TID)
does not occur instantaneously - it builds up over time, categorizing it as
a cumulative effect. As a result, it is irreversible and ultimately destructive,
and an effect that all transistor based components are susceptible to. This
fact is true for all cumulative effects, as shown in Table 2.1.

TID occurs as holes are ”trapped” in parts of the component where there is
a lack of free carriers and the carriers have low mobility, e.g. in insulating
materials such as silicon dioxide (SiO2).

GateSource Drain

+   +   +   +   +
+   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   

Gate oxide with

trapped charge

P-type silicon substrate

N+ N+

Open channel, even though gate voltage = 0

+     +     

Figure 2.3: Illustrational cross section of an NMOS transistor that has
suffered from radiation exposure. As TID has accumulated, holes have
been trapped in the gate oxide, resulting in a constantly open channel
between source and drain for current to flow through. Proportions in the
illustration are not to scale.

In Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) transistors, the most common build-
ing block in a modern day processor, TID effects typically starts to show
in the gate oxide layer. The gate oxide layer is a SiO2-layer used to isolate
the gate from the carrier-well (in NMOS the carrier well is the p-type sub-
strate). The functional principle of a working NMOS transistor, that has not
been radiation damaged, is that the source and drain terminals are isolated
from each other until a voltage is applied on the gate terminal. Applying a
voltage on the gate terminal generates an electric field that reaches across
the isolating gate oxide, opening a channel in the silicon substrate for cur-
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rent to flow through. Figure 2.3 demonstrates how charge buildup in the
gate oxide, caused by TID, could mean that an NMOS transistor always has
an open channel between the source and drain terminals - even though no
(intentional) voltage is being applied to the gate terminal.

The way TID causes charge to accumulate in the gate oxide layer is by being
exposed to ionizing radiation that can knock electrons out of the gate oxide
over long periods of time. Since the gate oxide is an insulator, it has a very
low mobility and it becomes difficult for free electrons to fill the holes left
behind by the ionization. As ionizing radiation continues to knock more
and more electrons out of the gate oxide layer, positive charge starts to
build up with the increasing amount of holes (see Figure 2.3). When this
charge grows, a voltage difference emerges between the gate oxide and the
base substrate, setting up an electric field. This electric field is no different
from the electric field generated by applying voltage at the gate. In other
words, the gate starts to behave as if there is a small voltage is applied to
it - opening the current flow between source and drain more and more as
the voltage grows. This behavior is unintentional and causes a constant
leakage current between the source and the drain terminals - increasing the
power draw of the device. If the device is continuously exposed to radia-
tion, this parasitic electric field will at some point grow strong enough to
keep the gate completely open at all times, rendering the MOS transistor
useless and causing permanent damage to the device.

Another term that’s often used for cumulative radiation effects is dose ef-
fects. In simple terms: the longer the electronics have been exposed to radi-
ation, and have thereby received a dose - the more worn down they will have
become. Note that this is a simplification, and not strictly true, as many
electronics have different sensitivity to different dose-rates (the number of
radiation events per unit of time). Some production processes for bipolar
technologies introduce an effect called Enhanced Low Dose-rate Sensitiv-
ity (ELDRS), and the change can make a significant difference to the TID
tolerance. On the bright side, lower dose-rates also means that accumulat-
ing a specific dose will take more time - so in some cases, this effect will
cancel itself out in terms of the time it takes before the component stops
working. ELDRS is more prevalent in bipolar technologies than in MOS
technologies, but on a device level (e.g., a microcontroller as a whole) it is
not uncommon to find that the TID rating is lower at low dose-rates.

TID also occurs in other technologies than MOS transistors, such as BJT,
but those are not covered by the scope of this thesis. If the reader is looking
further details on total dose effects please refer to Pease [13], Baumann &
Kruckmeyer [8], or Foster [12].
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CHAPTER 3

Radiation Monitoring
In order to do extensive exploration outside of the relatively comfortable
(with respect to radiation) Low Earth Orbit (LEO) it is necessary protect
equipment and to protect human lives. There are a number of instruments
and observation techniques that has the potential for being critical to such
protection. Actively monitoring solar activity, during the mission, for fore-
casting high intensity solar wind is one method that will almost certainly
be necessary. Getting a warning that a solar event is imminent can be vi-
tal to both electronics and humans, but in some cases it may not be enough.

When an electronic component is not powered, there will be a much lower
presence of electric fields in its semiconductor parts. This means that
charged particles will have a much lower probability of causing soft or hard
errors (see Section 2.4.2). Powering off electronics during high-dose events
is therefore one of the most effective, active1, countermeasures that can be
made to prevent radiation damage. This is the electronics equivalent to
seeking shelter in a radiation proof bunker. But what if the component is
mission critical and powering it off based on methods of high uncertainty,
such as forecasting, gives it too much down time? In that case, it would
be really convenient to have a radiation monitor on board the spacecraft,
letting the system know exactly when the dose rate and energy levels are
exceeding given thresholds. This way, it is possible to reduce the downtime
by optimizing the shutdown conditions to where the effect is the largest.

The most well-known radiation monitor is probably the Geiger-Müller
Counter. This is a relatively primitive device that will count the number of
radioactive events it is sensitive to. Typically, the rate at which these counts
occur will tell the user how much radiation is present around them. This
makes it possible to avoid dangerous radiation hot-spots. As mentioned,
the Geiger-Müller Counter is a relatively primitive device as its sensor-head
is based on a sensitive medium (gas) inside a hermetically sealed envi-
ronment. The hermetic seal means that, in essence, all charged particles
are stopped before they reach the sensitive medium inside, which makes
the technology sensitive only to uncharged particle radiation. Further-
more, since uncharged particle radiation can not interact through Coulomb
forces, many particles will pass straight through the sensitive medium
without ever interacting with it - making the sensitivity to these types of
radiation low as well. Finally, the Geiger-Müller Counter can only detect
counts, nothing else. A more modern radiation monitor will often be able
to detect things like particle energy, its relative position to the source, par-
ticle type, or even the radioactive isotope responsible for the radiation [17,
18]. Many of these data products can prove vital in the future of space ex-
ploration. A well designed radiation monitor can provide all of these, but

1Passive countermeasures such as proper shielding is arguably more important.
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often at a cost - either directly in the cost of components, or in size and
weight of the instrument (influencing the launch price).

3.1 Norwegian Radiation Monitor (NORM)

The Norwegian Radiation Monitor (NORM), is an instrument that aims
to optimize the trade-off between cost and performance. It is based
around the IDE3466, a readout-ASIC for diode-based radiation detectors
developed by the Norwegian company Integrated Detector Electronics AS
(IDEAS) [19]. The ASIC-family has a strong heritage, and IDE3466 was
developed specifically for RADEM [17], a radiation monitor that will fly
on ESA’s JUICE-mission to Jupiter. This mission will have to survive the
extreme radiation environment caused by charged particles accelerated
by, and trapped in, Jupiter’s strong magnetic field [20]. The RADEM
instrument consists of three detector heads (with several silicon detectors
each) that are optimized to detect a given particle type. As a result it will
have a state-of-the art data product, making it a very expensive scientific
instrument. The NORM instrument is a comparatively cheap instrument
based on similar core functionality and the same ASIC. It specifically
targets use-cases such as constellations and small-sats. NORM uses a single
detector head (with nine silicon detectors) instead of three detector heads,
and will produce simpler data products than RADEM - but at a lower cost
due to factors such as short development time. The instrument will still be
able to differentiate between a selection of particle types, making its data
product interesting, not only for warning/protection - but scientifically as
well.

3.1.1 Data Handling Unit

When the author joined the NORM project, the concept was still in its early
target specification stage. It had been determined that NORM would be de-
signed from the ground up as a completely new instrument, but the com-
pany (IDEAS) already had a strong heritage of radiation monitors using
their ASICs. Several instruments had already been built on the IDE346x-
family (NGRM [18], CPT-Scope [5, 6], and RADEM [17], among others),
and while these were vastly different in capability and design - they had
one thing in common: the specialized IDE346x readout-ASIC had always
had to be accompanied by an FPGA-based Data Handling Unit (DHU) in
order to achieve its full potential. With the newest addition to the IDE346x
series, the IDE3466, IDEAS had included a pattern detection unit that of-
floaded the DHU of its most time-critical tasks. For NORM, the design
team wanted to know whether it would now be possible to base the instru-
ment around an MCU instead of an FPGA. Further reasoning behind this
desire, and why it was uncertain whether it would work, will be presented
in the upcoming sections. The author was asked to find and compare a
selection of single-core, 32-bit, MCUs that were rated for a TID of at least
100 krad(Si) and preferably had an equivalent (or substitute) in the COTS
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or RT market-segments. A long list of components were compared, but
the two alternatives that seemed to best fulfill these requirements were the
VA10820 by Vorago and the SAMRH71 by Microchip. These are two vastly
different options, and each has its pros and cons.

The SAMRH71 is based on the SAMV71 family of MCUs, meaning that
there are several approximately equal variants that can be used for proto-
typing purposes. One nice-to-have feature would be if these variants were
pin-compatible with each other. That would allow for making variants of
the NORM-instrument that can tolerate different radiation environments,
without much additional work. The processing unit makes up such a big
portion of the Bill of Materials (BOM)-cost that being able to swap it out
for a lower tolerance version makes a significant difference in price, even
if the rest of the electronics stay the same. While the SAMRH71 does not
provide direct pin compatibility with the lower tolerance models, the lower
tolerance models are at least pin-compatible with each other, allowing for a
maximum of two PCB designs. The VA10820 does not have any equivalent
models in the COTS or RT segments. In fact, Vorago doesn’t produce any
components that are not enhanced for either radiation or temperature. This
would have been a big drawback if it wasn’t for the fact that the VA10820
is so much cheaper than the SAMRH71 (and other Rad Hard MCUs) in the
first place. While a development board containing a radiation-certified unit
of the VA10820 is priced in the $800 USD range - something similar for the
SAMRH71 is an order of magnitude more expensive, depending on the ex-
act qualification level and the order size. It should be noted that SAMRH71
is a much more capable microcontroller than the VA10820, and that it has a
much larger selection of peripherals.

The peripherals of the SAMRH71 that, in addition to the TC-peripheral,
are most relevant for NORM are its various radiation hardened memory
controllers, its selection of common buses for space instrumentation (MIL-
STD-1553B, CAN, and Spacewire), and EDAC among other things. TC
and EDAC are the only mentioned peripherals that are also present on
the VA10820. The main reason that the SAMRH71 outperforms VA10820
is that it runs on a 100 MHz ARM Cortex-M7 core, while the VA10820 runs
on a 50 MHz ARM Cortex-M0 core. The Cortex-M7 and -M0 designs are
vastly different; where M7 is one of ARM’s most capable single core MCU
designs and M0 is optimized for low power consumption while using a re-
duced instruction set. To increase comparability between the two MCUs,
the SAMx71 series will be considered clocked down to 50 MHz throughout
this thesis, and run on this frequency during all tests.

The general rating levels that are advertised for SAMRH71 is an SET tol-
erance of at least 100 krad(Si) and SEL immunity up to 62 MeV/mg/cm2.
For VA10820 the advertised SET tolerance is at least 300 krad(Si) while the
SEL immunity is advertised as up to 110 MeV/mg/cm2.

It should be mentioned that Vorago recently released a more capable MCU
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than the VA10820. It is based on an ARM Cortex-M4 design, which makes
it a middle ground between the two MCUs considered here in terms of
capability. This new MCU, named VA41630, was not considered for NORM
because it was not yet released at the time of the project work for this thesis.

3.1.2 IDE3466 Readout ASIC

Figure 3.1: Functional block diagram of the IDE3466 ASIC. Reprinted with
permission from Stein et. al [19].

As mentioned in Section 2.4.2, a radiation detector based on a reverse-
biased silicon diode sensor will attempt to maximise the charge collection
from a radiation event by applying a high reverse-bias voltage between the
cathode and anode. This results in a strong electric field, and allows high
mobility for free carriers in the event of electron-hole pair generation. The
high mobility increases the charge collection, which will be proportional
to the deposited energy of the strike. The magnitude of the analog output
signal will still be small enough to require a strong and low-noise ampli-
fication pretty much as soon as it escapes the sensor. This analog, charge-
sensitive amplification is the main task of the IDE3466 ASIC by IDEAS. The
ASIC allows for external counting of radiation events occurring within the
volume of the sensor, but it can also perform the counting itself. The most
advanced functionality allowed by the ASIC is its ability to perform pattern
detection. This makes the instrument capable of only counting events that
fulfill a certain criterion - based on input from up to 36 different detectors.
The pattern-detection unit, in combination with a well characterized stack
of diodes and absorbing materials (known as a particle telescope), allows
for identification of specific particle-types and energies. The block diagram
in Figure 3.1 shows four of the ASIC’s main modules in yellow: low-gain
and high-gain channels to the left, and a digital interface in the two blocks
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to the right (pattern detection unit and an SPI controller). The block dia-
gram also shows a calibration/charge injection interface in the bottom left,
an SEL-detection unit to the right of it and an interface for monitoring sig-
nals in the bottom right.

This thesis will not further discuss the part of the ASIC that is fully digital,
as the focus will be revolving the mechanism for reading analog data from
the ASIC and its real-time requirements. The analog part of the ASIC
implements 3 shapers per sensor input, where one is a slow shaper and the
two others are fast shapers with built-in comparators that trigger at user
configurable thresholds. A pulse from the connected diode sensor will
propagate faster through the fast shapers than the slow shaper, allowing for
both an early warning that an external Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC)
needs to be ready to sample, while also reducing the minimum necessary
sample frequency of the same external ADC.

3.1.2.1 Slow shaper sample-and-hold

The waveform coming out of the ASIC’s slow shapers has a peak value that
is proportional to the charge that has been deposited in the corresponding
channel. As Figure 3.1 shows, the IDE3466 allows the user to select which
analog signal is shown on the Analog Voltage Out (AVO)-pin. The avail-
able options are all slow shaper outputs, and they can be selected by manip-
ulating the bit-shift register until it contains the desired select-value for the
Analog Multiplexer (AMUX) interface. When the AVO-line transmits the
waveform from a slow shaper, it is possible to monitor this signal with an
oscilloscope or similar on the lab bench.

These slow shaper waveforms are more like pulses than anything else, as
they only last a couple of microseconds. So, sampling the entire pulse is
often not necessary or feasible in scenarios outside of the lab. The most
important information of the waveform is its peak value, since this is pro-
portional to the injected charge [19]. This means that, for most use-cases,
it won’t be necessary to know what the entire waveform coming out of the
slow shaper looks like. It will often only be necessary to know the peak
value. Since the preamplification is charge sensitive and a higher input
charge means that a higher output voltage will be produced - it is possible
to calibrate the output voltages to represent physical values for incoming
charge (in Coulomb). The incoming charge is determined by the LET of a
particle strike, so knowing the actual charge is crucial for identifying dif-
ferent particle types and energies.

The peaking time of the each slow shaper is fairly constant, and is ex-
pected to be roughly 1 µs (1000 ns) for the IDE3466 - starting from when
the signal has passed through a fast shaper. The peaking time could po-
tentially change over the lifespan of an ASIC, due to radiation damage,
operating temperatures or other external factors. The ideal way to deter-
mine the peaking time is, therefore, finding it experimentally. Knowing
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the exact peaking time means that it is possible to know exactly when a
sample should be made in order to acquire the peak value of the wave-
form. However, the AVO-pin can only show the waveform of a single
slow shaper at a time, so to remedy this situation the ASIC has an inter-
nal ”sample-and-hold”-circuit that’s connected to the slow shapers. When
the Slow Shaper Sample-and-Hold (SS HOLD) input-signal is activated, all
slow shaper-outputs are frozen in their current position, and are available
for selection to be forwarded through the AMUX to the AVO-pin. If this
SS HOLD signal can be reliably applied at the peaking time of the wave-
form, analog information from all slow shapers can be gathered at once,
and potential time-jitter from an AD-conversion can be eliminated. The
sample-and-hold circuit does not perform a digital sample, instead it uses
an analog capacitive storage, and can therefore only be used for short term
storage of the peak value as it will experience a slow discharge over sev-
eral minutes. This undesirable effect was found, and characterized, by the
author while working on this thesis.

In the context of the NORM instrument, the most useful application of
these peak values is to perform a calibration of the DACs in the ASIC ana-
log chain. These DACs are used to control the threshold for what should be
considered a radiation event. By utilizing the ASIC’s charge injection cir-
cuitry (bottom left in Figure 3.1), it is possible to control the exact amount
of injected charge and direct it to a specific channel. By injecting several
different charges into a single channel and correlating them to the corre-
sponding digital values for the output value on the AVO-line, that has been
sampled by using the method described above - a calibration curve can be
calculated. This calibration curve can then be used to convert digital values
to the actual, physical, input charge they represent. Knowing this value
in Coulomb is necessary in order to reliably configure threshold settings
for each detector, such that particle identification can be performed. The
calibration procedure described above is the main reason why the NORM
instrument needs to be able to sample peak values from the slow shaper
outputs, which in turn is the source of the real-time requirements that this
entire thesis revolves around.

To get a better understanding of how a sequence of operations for sampling
a peak value works, let’s use the numbered annotations in Figure 3.2 to
describe what happens when a radiation event is detected and we want to
acquire analog information. In order to simplify, the explanation will be
restricted to a single sensor, a single high-gain preamplification channel,
and we will not discuss the fully digital circuitry (pattern recognition,
counters, etc.).
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Figure 3.2: Simplified block diagram of the analog readout circuitry in
IDE3466. The annotations show how one single radiation event propagates
through the analog system and can finally be read with an ADC. The
illustration is based around an MCU implementation that uses the TC-
module for counting, which will be further discussed in Chapter 5. Full
description of the annotations are found in the text below.

By using the annotations in Figure 3.2 we can break down the signal
propagation through analog circuitry of IDE3466. The figure assumes a
working Timer/Counter-implementation in the MCU-block, and explains
signal propagation as it occurs when operating with Slow Shaper Sample-
and-Hold (SS HOLD) in order to perform external analog readout. The
block diagram is simplified to only contain the blocks necessary to detect
one radiation event with a single silicon diode detector:

1. A charged particle enters the silicon diode detector, generating an
abundance of electron-hole pairs in its wake (see Figure 2.1).

2. The short-lived charge transient generated by the radiation event
is propagated from the sensor to a dedicated charge sensitive
preamplifier on the ASIC.

3. The, now amplified, signal is distributed to two fast shapers and
one slow shaper. The fast shapers compare the charge to their
set threshold values, and, if the charge meets the user configured
criterion for these specific thresholds, the signal is allowed to pass
through the fast shapers. The signal also passes through the slow
shaper, but this process takes longer and we will get back to it in a
later step.

4. The signal is then distributed to a 64-to-1 OR gate along with all the
other signals from high-gain channels. As our signal passes through
the OR gate, a pulse is emitted on the THGVO pin. The rising edge
of the -pulse indicates that a signal has passed through a fast shaper,
and is still passing through one of the slow shapers. This rising edge
marks the start of a time-span that will later be defined as the response
time.
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5. The Data Handling Unit, represented by an MCU in Figure 3.2,
receives a signal indicating that a charge threshold has been met in
one of the high-gain fast shapers. This information can be utilized to
acquire a sample of the slow shaper that’s still processing the same
signal. The DHU starts a counter so it can get a sample of the peak in
the slow shaper-signal. The slow shaper reaches its peak value about
1000 ns± 50 ns after the THGVO pin goes logic-high, and this marks
the end of the response time.

6. The timer has counted to 1000 ns and the DHU pulls the ASIC’s
SS HOLD pin logic-high indicating that the ASIC should acquire a
sample of all slow shapers and hold that sampled signal until the
SS HOLD pin goes back logic-low.

7. The signal is sampled and frozen at the voltage it had when
the SS HOLD pin was pulled logic-high, then passed through a
Multiplexer (AMUX). Assuming that the user has configured the
AMUX to the same channel we’ve been discussing this whole time,
the frozen voltage is now shown on the AVO pin - ready to be
sampled externally.

As we can see in the signal propagation description, there is an event in this
sequence of operations that has real-time requirements (the ”wait” between
point 5 and 6). Up until now, the IDE3466 ASIC and its predecessors have
always been accompanied by an FPGA in place of the MCU shown in Fig-
ure 3.2 [5, 6] - meaning that dealing with a real-time requirement has been a
straight-forward task. Now that this FPGA is being replaced by an MCU in
the NORM instrument, the task becomes significantly more challenging to
perform within the requirements. The upcoming sections 4.1 and 4.2 will
go into further detail on why microcontrollers are not as powerful as FP-
GAs when it comes to real-time execution.

The real-time requirement of 1000 ns ± 50 ns has two parts. One for
accuracy (1000 ns), and one for precision (±50 ns). The value ”1000
ns” is defined by the peaking time of the slow shaper, as described
earlier. While the peaking time is mostly constant - it is better to find it
experimentally than to determine it theoretically. Keeping in mind that
only a single sample can be performed per waveform, the process for
determining peaking time experimentally involves repeatedly injecting the
same charge to a specific preamplification channel and altering the delay
before a sample is collected. By sweeping through delay times between
nothing and a couple of microseconds, the delay time that, on average,
yields the highest output voltage will correspond to the peaking time of
the waveform. This means that it is not strictly necessary, for NORM, to
know that the waiting period lasts exactly 1000 ns - as an experimentally
found value for the peaking time would be better. What is important is
that whatever duration the waiting period actually has, remains constant
throughout an entire readout routine. This means that the precision,
±50 ns, is a lot more important for the purposes of this thesis. Regardless
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of this, to keep things consistent, the ideal peaking time will be assumed to
be equal to the theoretical 1000 ns throughout the thesis - unless otherwise
specified.
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CHAPTER 4

Computer processing
In order to fully appreciate why the analog readout routine that was intro-
duced in the previous chapter is difficult to perform on a microcontroller,
it is important to understand how MCUs work and how their resources
are commonly utilized. It is also necessary to understand what separates
them from FPGAs, both in performance and inherent tolerance to radia-
tion effects. This chapter will break down those topics, as well as properly
defining the concept of real-time processing, and explore the limitations of
specific tools in the sequential programming tool-belt.

4.1 Field-Programmable Gate Arrays and Microcon-
trollers

Microcontroller Units are small computer processors that operate with se-
quential logic, often on a single processor core1, with a variety of useful
peripherals embedded on the chip itself (such as RAM, ROM, cryptogra-
phy, timers, etc.). The embedded peripherals reduce the number of ex-
ternal components that are necessary to place on a Printed Circuit Board
(PCB) in order to make the computer operational. All MCUs are equipped
with a Central Processing Unit (CPU) and a corresponding instruction-set
that enables it to perform the most necessary operations either as a single
instruction, or as a sequence of instructions. There are simpler and more
complex instruction-sets, and a complex instruction-set typically decrease
the number of operations that require multiple clock cycles to compute.
There are a large number of ways to optimize the performance of a pro-
cessor architecture, but no matter how effective the processor core is - its
performance will always be limited by its sequential operation.

To simplify, operating with sequential logic means that one task needs to be
completed before the next one may start. It also means that most parts of
the silicon chip is unused at any given moment, and, because the processor
core has to support functionality that’s not needed for a given application,
a lot of area on the silicon may even be left completely unused for an MCUs
entire lifetime. As an example we can imagine that an MCU with both WiFi
and Bluetooth peripherals has been selected for use in a consumer product.
The product only needs one of them, so the other peripheral will end up
without firmware support or even an antenna. This unused peripheral be-
comes a ”waste” of silicon as soon as prototyping/development is done
since the shipped product has no possible way to utilize or even access that
particular area of the silicon. With modern MCUs being highly capable and

1There are many microcontrollers that operate with multiple processor cores, but for
the purposes of this thesis, since we are talking about cheap MCUs, we will use this
generalization
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still cheap, it is very common that at least some functionality will end up
unused in the final product. It could be as simple as support for 2 PWM
pins in a product where only 1 PWM pin is needed.

A Field-Programmable Gate Array, on the other hand, consists of pro-
grammable logic blocks - meaning that the necessary hardware can literally
be programmed into the silicon. Logic gates that are used more often can
be implemented multiple times, making sure that there’s no need to wait
for a logic gate to become available. In fact, this is one of the most char-
acteristic features of an FPGA. An FPGA can perform a multitude of tasks
concurrently, and for some applications it is even possible to make sure that
every single task the FPGA performs is parallelized, so that no waiting is
ever needed. In such an ideal application, the FPGA would perform all its
tasks on every single clock pulse.

When operating in a radiation environment, this concurrency can poten-
tially be a reliability problem. If a Single Event Transient deposits enough
charge in a clock tree to cause a full rising- and falling-edge, that could
mean erroneously clocking in ambiguous, or flat out wrong, states in mul-
tiple locations at once. Serial communication buses are an example of logic
that is prone to such errors, since they have strict timing requirements for
how much time the data lines can spend before being stable in their correct
state.

In general, FPGAs are more vulnerable to radiation effects than MCUs [21,
22]. This is especially true for SRAM-based FPGAs, because their actual,
physical, internal wiring may be altered by bitflips (SEFI). In MCUs, bit-
flips may cause erroneous program execution, if it alters the stored machine
instructions of the program code, or unintended operation if it alters con-
figuration registers. This may be problematic, but bitflips are typically con-
sidered much more dangerous for FPGAs [21, 22], as their internal circuitry
can literally be changed by a memory cell storing the wrong value. If a LUT
that configures where a signal is going to be sent, inside the FPGA, experi-
ences a SEFI, it may perform an unwanted logical operation on the signal
or potentially even redirect the signal to a dead end - stopping it entirely.
Different memory structures have different sensitivity to bitflips, so FPGAs
that use flash-based LUTs will be more robust to SEFI than SRAM-based
FPGAs [22]. On the other hand, flash-based FPGAs are more vulnerable
to TID effects than SRAM-based FPGAs [22], which makes a big impact on
their viability for long duration space missions.

FPGAs are typically much faster than MCUs because they can process mul-
tiple tasks at once, and this increased efficiency comes at the cost of higher
power consumption. A larger portion of the silicon in the FPGA is electri-
cally active at any given moment because of the concurrent operation. In
some applications this may not be a big deal, in others it will be. Most space
missions have strict limitations on the use of available power, so even if its
not a deal-breaker - power draw may still be a big concern.
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4.2 Real-time

When a task/computation has real-time requirements, it means that the
task must be performed within a certain amount of time for the result
to be predictable/as expected [23]. Missing the real-time deadline may
cause something unintended to happen, but the actual consequences of
missing the deadline will vary from task to task. It can therefore be useful
to differentiate between real-time requirements based on how severe the
consequences of missing the deadline will be. One way to do this is to
separate all real-time tasks into three categories: hard, firm, and soft real-
time. This thesis will use these terms as they are defined by Buttazzo in
[23]:

• Hard: A real-time task is said to be hard if producing the results after
its deadline may cause catastrophic consequences on the system under
control.

• Firm: A real-time task is said to be firm if producing the results after
its deadline is useless for the system, but does not cause any damage.

• Soft: A real-time task is said to be soft if producing the results after
its deadline still has some utility for the system, although causing a
performance degradation.

That a task has hard real-time requirements means that the task must be
completed within the deadline every single time. Either because failing to
do so is guaranteed to cause a catastrophic malfunction, or because reach-
ing the deadline every single time is the only way to prove that the system
will never catastrophically malfunction. A catastrophic malfunction is not
a strictly defined term, so keep in mind that its meaning may be slightly
subjective - the gist is that such a malfunction may cause the system to
destroy itself, or endanger human life. One example of a time-span that
will often have hard real-time requirements is the time from the moment
an autonomous robot or car detects an object on collision course until the
moment it is able to react. Failing to meet the requirements could mean
that the robot or car has already crashed by the time the computer tells the
wheels to steer away from the object.

In some cases, the term ”hard real-time” is used even if the result of failing
a deadline doesn’t equate a broken system - it may be enough that such a
failure costs a lot of money, and that monetary loss is seen as ”catastrophic”
in itself. Per the Buttazzo definition above, this should rather be referred
to as a firm deadline. Typically, it is fine to miss a firm deadline once in a
while, but if the number of missed deadlines reach a certain level, the result
may be just as bad as missing a single hard real-time deadline. An exam-
ple could be an operation along a production line that requires processed
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sensor-input to function properly. Failing to process the sensor data fast
enough does not necessarily mean that the whole production line breaks,
but that the product it produced is not good enough to sell. The analog
readout routine of the NORM instrument is to be considered a firm real-
time task. Failing to meet a deadline does not destroy the instrument, but
the data that is sampled becomes useless. It is, however, very important
that the instrument is able to detect it if a deadline is missed - especially
when the resulting data is used for calibration of the instrument. Oth-
erwise, the calibration will be invalid and the instrument stops working
properly. If it is not possible to detect missed deadlines, the instrument
must be able to guarantee that the deadline is met - making the tasks re-
quirement practically indistinguishable from hard real-time.

As for soft real-time requirements, missing a few deadlines shouldn’t cause
too much trouble. Failing to meet a single soft deadline may not even be no-
ticeable, but missing many of them will cause trouble. An example could
be real-time audio signal processing. Depending on whether the corrupt
samples (samples that failed to be processed fast enough) are discarded or
played ”as-is”, the sound will either stop or be distorted when a large por-
tion of the samples fail to process fast enough.

The term ”real-time” may seem self explanatory. It is easy to imagine cases
where something has to happen ”live”, or ”fast”, and mentally equating
such terminology with real-time is just as simple. However, as Buttazzo
[23] explains: ”real-time” is a relative term. It depends on the operating
frequency of the real-time system, relative to the real-time deadline of the
events that it reacts to. For example, if a person spends a second to react af-
ter being asked by a friend to pass them a can of soda, no one would argue
that they didn’t react in real-time. If a computer, however, spends a second
to show a ”button pushed”-animation after the same person has clicked
a button on a web-page, the computer would be perceived as immensely
slow. We expect the computer to react within a millisecond as we click our
mouse button, because within that millisecond the computer will have had
thousands of chances to do something. A person would never be able to
pass a can of soda within a millisecond of a request, but it wouldn’t need to
in order to be perceived as a real-time reaction. These examples show how
the environment of a real-time event is vital for understanding the tightness
of a real-time requirement. If we scale down the necessary reaction time to
a scale of microseconds or nanoseconds, the computer may only have had
tens or hundreds of chances to react. And if we simultaneously scale down
the computer to a single-core MCU, tens or hundreds of chances to react is
probably too few for guaranteeing that the task will be consistently done
within the deadline. The MCU will, in most applications, have many other
tasks to perform as well, and a single one of those tasks can require thou-
sands of these ”chances to react” in order to be completed. An FPGA or
a multi-core processor may have an easier time performing the same task
while running at the same clock frequency, because it would be possible to
dedicate specialized hardware to the real-time task.
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A common misconception is that a system with real-time requirements, or a
system running a Real-Time Operating System (RTOS), is going to be faster
than a system without them, but that is not necessarily true. A fully fledged
real-time computer aims to be predictable and analyzable, not as fast as
possible - this is so that it can be safely determined that a task will always
be completed within a deadline. In some cases/implementations this can
mean that a task must always wait the amount of time that it would need
to wait in a ”worst case scenario”. This is a way to guarantee that the task
will always spend the same amount of time, making it predictable - but not
necessarily fast. In this thesis, an RTOS will not be implemented. The main
goal with the implementations in this thesis is to present simple and read-
able proof-of-concept programs demonstrating whether it is at all possible
to use MCUs for a task that was previously only done by FPGAs. It will
be demonstrated, later in this thesis, how tight the real-time requirements
actually are - and that in order to have the slightest chance of meeting the
requirements without using a TC-module, we need the code to run as fast
as absolutely possible.

4.3 Interrupt Handling in Microcontroller Units

Let us get a bit more technical about why our specific candidate MCUs
are having problems performing the real-time task at hand without utiliz-
ing their TC-modules. Most of this chapter is based on documents and
reference manuals written by ARM - the company designing the core func-
tionality of both MCUs [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. As we have already
discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, the sequential nature of general purpose
processing units like MCUs means that they need quite a bit of time to
guarantee that a task has been performed. That is especially true for un-
scheduled tasks, tasks that need to be able to start at any given moment -
interrupting the normal operation of the processor. For a task that includes
a delay, like the one we’ve discussed in Figure 3.2, interrupting normal op-
eration can either hog up a lot of CPU-time unnecessarily, by doing nothing
while waiting, or become unpredictably slow, by setting certain flags before
allowing the program to return to normal, scheduled, operation - taking the
newly set flags into account. The last alternative is more CPU-efficient be-
cause the program is doing other tasks while waiting, but can make the
execution-time very unreliable if the real-time requirements are close to or
approaching the time of a single clock cycle. In these cases, where the time
requirements are tight, it is hard to guarantee that a certain machine code
instruction can be executed at a specific time-slot or even within a span
around it.

Another factor one might need to consider, when dealing with interruptive
real-time tasks that have short deadlines compared to the operational
frequency of the CPU, is interrupt latency. Interrupt latency is defined
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by the number of clock cycles a CPU needs to prepare for handling an
interrupt request. In other words it can be said that it is the time it takes
between receiving an interrupt request and starting to process it. Table 4.1
shows these theoretical interrupt latencies for the two ARM designs that
were considered in the NORM instrument. The table shows the number of
instructions that always needs to be performed when preparing to execute
an Interrupt Service Routine (ISR). The ARMv7-M architecture does not
include software overhead in the form of ”jumping” to the correct ISR
following an IRQ, but such software overhead may add an additional few
instructions to the interrupt latency that is specified in the datasheet of
MCUs based on other architectures. The values in Table 4.1 assume that
the system is not locked up in wait-states, which occur when the CPU is
reading or writing to memory such as RAM.

Table 4.1: Interrupt latency for a selection of ARM designs, assuming zero
wait state in the memory system (adapted from Yiu [30], section 5.2).

Architecture
Interrupt latency

(clock cycles)
Interrupt latency

CLK=50 MHz
Cortex-M0 16 320 ns
Cortex-M7 Typically 12 (worst case 14) 240-280 ns

For the NORM instrument, the interrupt latencies shown in Table 4.1 are
not direct deal-breakers. The maximum value in the table, 320 ns, is lower
than the desired 1000 ns delay by a fair margin, so theoretically there
should be time to do something inside the interrupt handler before the time
runs out.

In the case of ARM Cortex-M, the main portion of the instructions causing
interrupt latency are stack pushes to save the content stored in a selection of
the operational registers (the exact sequence of instructions varies between
ARM Cortex-M variants). As mentioned, this makes the actual real-time
latency dependent on wait states in the memory system, which can add an
unknown jitter to the delay between a received trigger and the execution of
the corresponding ISR.

The interrupt jitter in Cortex-M7 is slightly more complicated than Cortex-
M0 because the M7-design has inherent jitter in the interrupt latency itself
(see how Table 4.1 shows both a typical and a worst case latency). This in-
herent jitter is caused by how the interrupt-behavior depends on what the
processor is doing at the time it receives an interrupt request. As an exam-
ple, multicycle instructions that perform reading from Device- or strongly-
ordered-memory can cause the worst case of 14 clock cycles, regardless of
the wait states for reading from those locations. This could, according to
the numbers in Table 4.1, cause up to 40 ns of jitter.

Some ARM designs allow for an optional Tightly Coupled Memory (TCM)
controller, introducing memory regions that run on the same frequency as
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the processor - making it possible to remove the dependency on wait states
in the memory system. Cortex-M7 is one of the designs that allow for TCM,
and Microchip has chosen to implement it in the SAMx71 family. When
configured correctly, this makes it possible to reduce the interrupt latency-
jitter by storing the ISR instructions in TCM-controlled regions of RAM.
The result of such a configuration should be a fairly stable 12-14 clock cycle
latency on the SAMx71 MCUs.

The Cortex-M design contains a few more advanced functions that can re-
duce the interrupt latency in very specific scenarios. These functions are
not important for the remainder of this thesis, and will not be discussed
further, but more info can be found in Yiu [29].

4.4 Nested Vectored Interrupt-Controller

The Nested Vectored Interrupt-Controller (NVIC) in ARM architectures al-
lows for pre-empting of low priority interrupts caused by IRQs from higher
priority interrupts. For tasks with real-time requirements, this adds an ex-
tra layer of complexity. The completion of our ISR can be delayed both
because a higher priority ISR is already running, and because it can be pre-
empted in the middle of an execution. This can often be solved by increas-
ing the priority of our task, but there is always a possibility that there are
other real-time tasks running on the system that may have even higher pri-
ority.

One example of an interrupt that may be more important than a certain
real-time task is the SysTick handler which, in ARM powered systems, is
often used to keep track of time by being called with configurable intervals.
If this interval is configured so that the frequency of the SysTick handler
is similar to or higher than that of the real-time task, it is safe to assume
that there will be preemption problems. Depending on the consequence-
classification of the real-time task (hard, firm, or soft) , this may or may not
be a big deal.
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Part III

The project
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CHAPTER 5

Method
One of the challenges that IDEAS wanted to solve for the NORM instru-
ment, was to perform analog readout of IDE3466 with an MCU instead of
an FPGA. By proving that this time-critical task could be solved with a low
cost radiation hard MCU, the material cost of the instrument would have
the potential of quickly being reduced due to the limited, but expensive,
selection of rad hard FPGAs.

As described in Section 3.1.2.1, the analog readout routine demands that
our microcontroller is able to apply a sample and hold signal 1000 ns ±
50 ns after receiving a signal telling it that the trigger threshold has been
crossed. From the MCUs perspective we have to deal with two external
signals in this specific scenario: an input trigger (THGVO) and an output
response (SS HOLD).

In order to fully understand the problem, and why it is hard to solve, the
following discussion will spend some time explaining approaches that do
not work - or are bad practice. These approaches should be rather intuitive
to experienced embedded programmers. The discussion will then go on to
describe a potentially less intuitive approach, that uses the TC-peripheral to
do the task concurrently instead of sequentially. Since TC-modules are dif-
ferent from MCU to MCU, an approach for determining whether a specific
TC-module can perform the task will also be developed. This approach
will then be followed to implement the real-time task on each of the two
candidate MCUs. Finally, a description of the experimental setup will be
made. The experiment aims to verify that the solution works within the
real-time requirements that are set by the ASIC.

5.1 Code Strategies for solving the problem on an
MCU

5.1.1 The Intuitive Approach

The actual task itself shouldn’t be anything new to an experienced em-
bedded developer. Responding to an input signal with a specific output
signal is in most cases easily solved with an Interrupt Request and an In-
terrupt Service Routine (ISRs are often called interrupt handlers as well).
What makes this specific task particularly challenging are the timing re-
quirements. Especially since Radiation Hardened MCUs are often running
at relatively low frequencies due to the increasing risk of latching single
event transients into memory elements as clock frequencies increase (see
Section 2.4.2).
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For the ARM designs considered here, Cortex-M7 and Cortex-M0, the
interrupt latency is between 12-16 clock cycles (see Table 4.1), which
corresponds to 240-320 ns at 50 MHz instruction execution (Equation 5.1). If
any higher priority interrupts are being executed at the time of the received
trigger, the process may break down entirely due to the unknown time
delay. Additionally, following good code practice, there should be no CPU-
locking delays inside of an interrupt handler - meaning that an interrupt
based implementation would have even further timing problems.

Listing 5.1: Minimalistic, C-like, pseudocode showing a potential imple-
mentation of the intuitive approach

1 void Interrupt_handler (){

2 time_at_interrupt = get_time_ns ();

3 INTERRUPT_FLAG = 1;

4 disable_interrupt ();

5 }

6

7 void main(){

8 if(INTERRUPT_FLAG){

9 time_since_interrupt = get_time_ns () - time_at_interrupt;

10 if(time_since_interrupt > 950){

11 //950 ns is within +/- 50 ns of 1000 ns

12 set_pin_high(SS_HOLD);

13 read_ADC(AVO);

14 INTERRUPT_FLAG = 0;

15 enable_interrupt ();

16 }

17 }

18 }

A program following good coding principles could for example reset a
timer and set a flag, whenever the interrupt handler is called. These could
then be polled in the main loop, to see if enough time has passed to set the
output response (pseudocode in Listing 5.1). This solution would not be
time deterministic to 1000 ns on a 50 MHz CPU (20 ns per clock cycle) as
we can quite safely guarantee that any real-world main loop would contain
more than 50 clock cycles worth of code (Equation 5.2).

tclock =
1 cycle

fclock
=

1 cycle
50 MHz

= 20 ns/cycle (5.1)

ctheoretical =
tresponse

tclock
=

1000 ns
20 ns/cycle

= 50 cycles (5.2)

In Equation 5.2, ctheoretical is the theoretical number of clock cycles that cor-
responds to a response time, tresponse, given a clock frequency, fclock (which
is converted to a period time, tclock in Equation 5.1). The reason that this
value is considered theoretical is that it does not account for jitter or any
other potential deviations.

The fact that the solution is not deterministic to 1000 ns is made even worse
by the maximum allowed jitter (±50 ns), which means that we have to
guarantee that the main loop can reach the location of the code that checks
how much time has passed within those 100 ns. This means that, in order
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to stay within the allowed jitter, there has to be less than 5 clock cycles
between each time line 10 in Listing 5.1 runs (Equation 5.3).

100 ns
20 ns/cycle

= 5 cycles (5.3)

In conclusion, it seems that this is not only impossible in a realistic scenario
where the main loop is filled with other tasks, it is actually impossible in
an unrealistic scenario where no other tasks are being performed as well.
To make things even worse, the proposed implementation depends on
programmatic timekeeping with nanosecond resolution, which there is no
real way to get on an ARM based 50 MHz processor.

5.1.2 The Bad Approach

Based on this, it is safe to say that the, best practice, intuitive approach
won’t work at all due to tight real-time requirements. But what about bad
practice? Would it be possible to perform this task sequentially on an MCU
at all? What if we allow the real-time task to hog up the CPU for the entire
waiting period of 1000 ns? Keep in mind that, even though 1000 ns doesn’t
sound like a lot, this task is repeated many times per calibration sequence -
and an uncontrollable amount of times if analog data is to be collected from
real radiation events.

For the sake of discussion, let’s imagine an unrealistic case where we’re
programming for a multi-core processor and can allow ourselves to set a
side an entire core for the analog readout routine - or a case where the
MCU has no other tasks so that we don’t have to be concerned about unfair
resource distribution. We have determined that it is possible to live with the
latency of calling the interrupt handler (up to 320 ns as seen in Table 4.1),
but as soon as we allow our program to leave the interrupt handler, we can
no longer guarantee time determinism. Therefore, we set up a time delay
within the interrupt handler itself (pseudocode example in Listing 5.2).

Listing 5.2: Minimalistic, C-like, pseudocode showing a potential imple-
mentation of the bad approach

1 void Interrupt_handler (){

2 delay_ns (1000);

3 set_pin_high(SS_HOLD);

4 INTERRUPT_FLAG = 1;

5 disable_interrupt ();

6 }

7

8 void main(){

9 if(INTERRUPT_FLAG){

10 read_ADC(AVO);

11 INTERRUPT_FLAG = 0;

12 enable_interrupt ();

13 }

14 }

Note that the function called delay ns() in Listing 5.2 does not actually
exist in any standard C-library, so we have to implement something simi-
lar from scratch. One way to do this would be to run No Operation (NOP)
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instructions for 1000 ns. The NOP-instruction doesn’t calculate anything,
or perform any other task, except occupying the CPU.

As discussed in Sub-chapter 3.1.2, 1000 ns delay is not necessarily always
correct, as the actual necessary delay may vary slightly from pre amplifier
to pre amplifier on the IDE3466 ASIC, and may possibly even change over
time. The number of NOP instructions that we actually need should be
found experimentally, so we need a way to dynamically adjust it. Instead
of manually writing code with a static number of NOP-instructions, we
need to implement a loop of dynamically variable length that runs NOP-
instructions for us. Listing 5.3 shows an implementation of such a NOP-
loop in the programming-language C that will run n times, depending on
the input parameter passed by the user.

Listing 5.3: A simple NOP-loop written in C. Note that the for-loop counts
down instead of up in order to help the GCC compiler optimize away as
much padding as possible.

1 void nop_loop(int n){

2 for(int i = n; i > 0; i--){

3 __asm volatile ("nop");

4 }

5 }

This has a few caveats that we need to be aware of. The main one being
that, when running a loop, there will be a few instructions of padding added
around each NOP-instruction in order to stop the loop after n iterations.
This will increase the discrete step size in time of each n, and it is therefore
important that the delay function, nop loop(), is optimized. The code in
Listing 5.3 is optimized to reduce the number of padding instructions, and
its compiled Assembly representation can be seen in Listing 5.4.

Listing 5.4: Compiled Assembly-output (using GCC with the optimization-
flag ”-O3”) for the code in Listing 5.3 nop loop(). Note that the listed code
has been modified slightly in order to be more readable, but is functionally
the same as the real compiler output.

1 NOPLOOPFUNC:

2 @ n is already stored in r0

3 cmp r0, #0 @ compare n to 0

4 beq FIN @ if n=0: return

5 BEGINLOOP: @ otherwise begin loop

6 nop @ force gcc to not optimize the loop away

7 subs r0, #1 @ subtract 1 from r0

8 bne BEGINLOOP @ if r0 > 0, repeat loop

9 FIN:

The padding related to the initial cost of setting up the loop (the cmp and
beq instructions on line 3 and 4) does not matter too much as that is static,
non-recurring, software-padding - similar to static interrupt latency. The
padding in the loop itself causes more problems. This padding is dynamic,
meaning that incrementing n by 1 will not only cause the CPU to run 1
NOP-instruction, but also a subs- and bne-instruction. This reduces the
highest possible resolution in time for the duration of our delay from 1
instruction to 3 instructions. Let us, for simplicity, assume that the CPU
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has a constant throughput of 1 instruction per clock cycle. This means that
the 3 instructions amount to a discrete step size resolution of 60 ns instead
of 20 ns.

60 ns is within our 100 ns timespan, if only just barely, so it actually seems
possible to implement the 1000 ns delay using conventional programming
on an MCU. So what’s stopping us from using this method to perform our
task? One reason is that this entire implementation is still built on inter-
rupts, meaning that interrupt latency and its jitter, as discussed in Sections
4.3 and 4.4, is still in play. With the above implementation, where each iter-
ation of the loop needs around 60 ns to complete, there are a maximum of
two values for n where the total time ends up within the ±50 ns timespan.
It clearly does not take much jitter in the interrupt latency to throw this
implementation out of the real-time requirements. Furthermore, we based
the design of this method on the assumption that our processor core never
needs to perform any other tasks. In most cases this would be extremely
wasteful, and probably good enough reason to instead just use an FPGA
that can do all the necessary tasks at once. Keeping complexity down and
reducing the number of components is especially important when design-
ing electronics for space. The manufacturing line of each component needs
to go through extensive and expensive testing to be qualified for produc-
ing space grade hardware, increasing the cost of each component. Using
two components for a job that could be done by one component will, in
practice, mean paying twice for the fee of testing, which may nullify the
potential gain of using cheaper components in the first place. Additionally,
using more components also mean that we are introducing more potential
failure-points to our system.

In conclusion, the bad approach could potentially work, but it was not found
worthwhile testing by the author due to its many constraints that are
unrealistic to satisfy in a real-world scenario.

5.1.3 The Peripheral Approach

From the paragraphs above it should be clear that the timing requirement
for this task is too tight for us to be able to perform it sequentially on a 50
MHz CPU core. Given that the selection of radiation hardened MCUs is
very limited, upgrading to an MCU running on a significantly faster clock
frequency, or an FPGA, will be a costly affair.

So, the task can’t be performed on our sequential-logic CPU, but, as de-
scribed in Section 4.1, MCUs are more than just a processor. They are ver-
satile systems that have additional resources, called peripherals, packed up
their sleeves. So, what about these? Are there any resources on our candi-
date MCUs that we can attempt to utilize in order to squeeze out some
extra performance? As it turns out, almost all microcontrollers have an em-
bedded peripheral called the Timer/Counter-module (TC-module) that, in
theory, should be perfect for the job. This peripheral is not part of any
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standardised ARM Cortex, so the features (and the name) can vary from
manufacturer to manufacturer, but it is a very common peripheral that’s
often present in even the cheapest and least complex MCU series. The rea-
son for this might be that it can perform tasks that would be demanding
to perform on a CPU, and that the TC-module works in parallel with the
CPUs sequential execution - relieving the CPU of a significant workload.
The most common task to perform with a TC-module is probably PWM-
dimming for LED lighting, but some modules are supplemented with ad-
ditional features specifically with motor control applications in mind. In
general, TC-modules are typically designed for reading or producing re-
peating patterns that rarely change, or at least change infrequently com-
pared to the operating clock of the module itself. While that sounds similar
to what we are trying to do with the analog readout routine in NORM, it is
not strictly the same thing. The reason that it is different is because certain
parts of the sequence is determined by a dynamic process (it is necessary to
perform some sequential operations for storing ADC-readings), meaning
that the necessary output-signal will change between every single event.
We will get back to this later in the thesis, so for now it is sufficient to under-
stand that we are looking for a way to ”mis-use” the Timer/Counter (TC)-
peripheral in order to perform a time critical delay-task. The TC-module
should allow us to achieve higher time-resolution than what is possible in
the CPU itself, while simultaneously doing all time critical aspects of its job
completely autonomously from the CPU. This means that the TC-module
is not dependent on accessing the, otherwise quite busy, CPU in order to
execute any instructions while trying to fulfill the real-time requirements
of its job.

The basic working principle of a TC-module is that it can be set up to count
external events, or to produce its own waveform. There are typically two
GPIO-pins connected to each counter, and these can not be used for regular
I/O as long as their configuration connects them to a TC-module. When a
Timer/Counter is told to activate, it will start counting and continue doing
so until it reaches a threshold-value set by the user or it is explicitly told to
stop. What the TC-module does when it reaches the threshold-value is also
user configurable, and the available options vary from MCU to MCU. It can
for example start counting in the opposite direction (until it reaches zero),
stop counting or deactivate entirely, change its output signal, or a even
combination of these. Because the TC-module operates concurrently to the
CPU, we no longer have to worry about interrupt latency. The number
of counts, ccount, that the TC-module needs to count in order to reach the
desired delay length can be found by:

ccount = ctheoretical −
tstartup

tclock

ccount = ctheoretical − cstartup (5.4)

where ctheoretical is the theoretical number of counts as found in Equation
5.2, and tstartup is the startup latency of the TC-module - defined as the
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time it takes the TC-module to react to an incoming signal. tstartup can
be thought of as the TC-modules equivalent to the interrupt latency (see
Figure 5.1). This value is unknown, but as the latency is not caused by
running any instructions, e.g. to store registry states in RAM (like in
the case of interrupt latency), it is expected to be much shorter than the
latencies we’ve dealt with so far. The exact value for tstartup is not strictly
necessary to know, as ccount can be determined experimentally, but will still
be determined in this thesis as a way to understand the amount of jitter in
the final implementations.

THGVO (input)

SS_HOLD (output)

Counter Counting to ccount

tcounttstartup

(unknown)

Wait for ADC readout to finish

1

2 3tresponse (1000ns)

tread

AVO (analog input)

Held at current value

Expected waveform if not held

Figure 5.1: Timing diagram demonstrating the sequence of operations
that need to be performed by the TC-module (notation for direction on
the lines are seen from the perspective of the MCU). To add context, an
approximation of what occurs on the analog AVO-line and internally in the
Counter is also displayed. Note that the events labeled 1 and 2 correspond
to labels 5 and 6/7 in Figure 3.2 respectively, while the event labeled 3 is
described for the first time in the text below.

As mentioned, the task we are trying to perform is not very complicated
in itself. We want to wait for an input signal, then respond with an output
signal after a given response time, tresponse - in this case 1000 ns ± 50 ns.
Figure 5.1 breaks down this task to the three most critical points in time
from the TC-modules perspective.

1. The IDE3466 ASIC sends a pulse on the THGVO-line, which is used
as a trigger to start a new counting sequence in the TC-module.

2. The TC-module has counted for 1000 ns± 50 ns. It sets the output line
(SS HOLD) to logic-high, which causes the ASIC to freeze the AVO-
line in its current state. When this is done, the TC-module needs to
send an IRQ to the CPU in order to notify it that AVO is available for
an analog read.

3. The CPU has processed the IRQ, communicated to an ADC that the
AVO-line needs to be sampled, and received the result of said sample.
The TC-module sets SS HOLD back to logic-low.
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Up until this point, we have mostly glossed over the fact that after sending
the response (step 2 above), we need that response to stay stable at logic-
high for an unknown amount of time before it can go low again (step 3 above).
This unknown amount of time is determined by the time it takes to get an
external ADC-reading of the signal that has been sampled internally in the
ASIC. As mentioned before, the market for rad hard components is limited,
and ADCs are notoriously difficult to get certified for radiation [32, 33].
This means that the cheapest lines of Rad Hard MCUs usually don’t have
an embedded ADC-peripheral available - pretty much forcing our low cost
system to use an external ADC connected via serial bus. Communicating
serially isn’t necessarily a problem, but in this case the real-time require-
ments become slightly obfuscated by the potential variability of waiting
for the communication bus to be available. We therefore need to keep the
dynamic duration of our response-signal in mind when figuring out if the
TC peripheral can be used for our needs.

Dealing with unknown time-spans is the direct opposite of what a TC-
module is supposed to do, so we will have to get creative in order to make
this work. One solution would be to just ignore that the reading-time is
dynamic, and instead always assume the worst-case value for tread. This
would be a sub-optimal solution for a number of reasons, especially since
the worst-case value of tread is dependent on the rest of the code in the in-
strument, making it hard to analyze. Additionally, this approach would
drastically reduce the sampling rate of the routine. For a decent statisti-
cal certainty, the calibration procedure needs to acquire hundreds or thou-
sands of samples for each datapoint in the calibration routine. An unnec-
essarily slow sampling rate could mean that the calibration process needs
minutes or hours to finish instead of seconds. In other words, we ideally
want to be able to set the SS HOLD-line logic-low programmatically, and
independently from the TC-module, in order to create dynamic and irreg-
ular waveform-patterns that optimize the sampling rate.

We have now discussed all the technical requirements our MCU needs to
fulfill in order to perform the real-time analog readout routine. In essence
we’ve discovered that, in order to perform our task, we are dependent on
several different peripherals that run somewhat concurrently to the CPU
(TC and serial communication controller) and that the operation of these
needs to be controlled centrally, by the CPU. These dependencies mean
that we have to deal with both concurrent and sequential logic in the same
routine. The TC needs to operate autonomously (concurrent to the CPU)
because of the timing requirements, but the timing of the serial bus/ADC
control is not nearly as critical and can happen whenever the CPU finds
time for it. When we pull all these strings together and look at what we’re
left with, we will notice that our ability to perform the task using TC is
dependent on three new criterion:

a) The ability to send an interrupt request once the TC-module is done
processing a delayed signal response. This will be used to let the CPU
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know that it can initiate an analog read.

b) The ability to keep the output of the TC-module high indefinitely.
This will be used to keep the SS HOLD-line steady while performing
an analog read.

c) The ability to manually set the output of the TC-module low. This will
be used to release the resource again once we’re done performing an
analog read.

Figuring out if the specific TC-module of our manufacturer supports these
functions may not be completely straight forward, as it requires some in-
tricate reading of datasheets to understand the inner workings of the given
TC-module. The final implementation will most likely not be the same for
two different MCU series (unless they’re very similar). In the case for the
proposed MCUs for the NORM instrument, the features of the TC periph-
eral vary greatly and, as a result, so do the implementations. The approach
for figuring out whether the TC-modules of the two MCUs are capable of
performing the task will therefore be discussed separately for each MCU in
the following sections.

5.2 Implementations

5.2.1 Assumptions and commonalities between implementations

In the following two sections, Section 5.2.2 and Section 5.2.3, the imple-
mentation for two MCUs, VA10820 and SAMx71, will be described. To
keep the discussion as easy to follow as possible, basic configuration that
is common for all uses of a TC-module will not be commented. In this
context, basic configuration includes setting pin directions, configuring pin
functions, configuring edge triggers, setting compare-values, and enabling
IRQs. Complete code examples that include configuration of these basic,
but mandatory, settings can be found in Appendix A and Appendix B.

SS_HOLD (current)

Counter (internal)

SS_HOLD (desired)

THGVO (input) 1

31000ns

Counting to ccount

(unknown)

tstartup

2

tcount

Figure 5.2: Timing diagram showing the initial conditions of the SS HOLD
(current) waveform, before any configuration is done, for the discussion in
Section 5.2.2 and Section 5.2.3. The figure also shows the target waveform
for SS HOLD, and provides labels to important events that are described
in the text above.
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The discussion in both of the upcoming sections will assume initial
conditions as demonstrated by the ”SS HOLD (current)”-line in Figure 5.2.
In order to keep the discussion consistent and coherent, terminology from
the SAMx71 datasheets [15, 34, 35] will be used to describe important
events that need one, or several, reactions. These events are labelled in
Figure 5.2 and are named as follows:

1. External trigger-event

2. Compare-event

3. Sequence-done-event

Where an External trigger-event means that a rising edge is detected on
the THGVO-line. This event is, in the following discussion, assumed to
always be configured to start a new counting sequence in the TC-module1.
The counting continues until the current value in the counting register
compares as equal to the reference value, ccount, this equality will issue a
Compare-event. Unlike the two previous events, the Sequence-done-event is
not an internal event that’s issued by the TC-module, it is defined by us now
and refers to the point in time when an analog read has been performed on
the AVO-line. The sequence-done-event indicates that all time critical tasks
have been performed, and that SS HOLD should be released (set logic-low).
It is important to note that, per definition, the sequence-done-event occurs
before the SS HOLD-line goes logic-low - meaning that if the program fails
to react to the event, the SS HOLD-line will stay logic-high indefinitely. In
other words, reacting to the sequence-done-event is up to software - it will
not be handled by hardware, as reactions to the other two events will.
In both implementations, the TC-module will be configured to run on a 50
MHz clock, giving the counter a discrete resolution in time of 20 ns.

5.2.2 Vorago VA10820 implementation

All the bits that are altered in Section 5.2.2 belong to Vorago VA10820’s TIMER

CTRL register. A detailed description of this register can be found in section ”4.7.2
CTRL Register” of the VA108x0 Programmers Guide [36]. Section 4.7 in the
Programmers Guide should be referred for a full description of VA10820’s Timer/-
Counter Peripheral.

The Timer/Counter-module of VA10820 is relatively straight forward to
configure to our needs. It is less complicated than that of the SAMx71 se-
ries, but still rather flexible. The VA10820 allows decent control over the
output signal by allowing the output signal to reflect the current status of
a variety of registers that can be modified both by the CPU and the TC-
module. This is useful, as it gives us the chance to alter the state of our
output manually, as well as allowing the TC-module to control the output

1This behavior needs to be specifically configured, but that step is omitted in this
discussion to improve readability. The full code examples in Appendix A and Appendix
B demonstrates how to configure THGVO as an external trigger for both MCUs.
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autonomously, when needed, in order to conform to real-time requirements.
Manual control of the output is useful for easily dealing with criterion c in
the event of a sequence-done-event. As an example, it is possible to let the
output (SS HOLD) reflect the status of the TC-module’s ENABLE status bit.
This means that the logic level of the SS HOLD-line will be equal to the
status of the ENABLE-bit - going high when the TC-module is enabled, and
low when the TC-module is disabled.

If we additionally set the AUTO DISABLE bit, meaning that the TC-module
is automatically disabled once the counter issues a compare-event, the
behavior we get on the SS HOLD-line will look like the line labelled
”SS HOLD (current)” in Figure 5.3:

SS_HOLD (current)

SS_HOLD (desired)

THGVO (input) 1

2 31000ns

Figure 5.3: Timing diagram showing SS HOLDs current response to the
first external trigger on the THGVO-line. It has been configured to reflect
the ENABLE register while AUTO DISABLE is set.

As Figure 5.3 shows, our current output signal is pretty close to an inverted
version of our target waveform. Luckily for us, the TC-module of VA10820
implements an option to invert the output. This is done by setting the
STATUS INV bit.

SS_HOLD (current)

SS_HOLD (desired)

THGVO (input) 1

2 31000ns

Figure 5.4: Timing diagram showing SS HOLDs current response to the
first external trigger on the THGVO-line. It has been configured to reflect
the ENABLE register while AUTO DISABLE and STATUS INV is set.

The current output shown in Figure 5.4 looks pretty close to what we
want, but as we may remember from earlier - the AUTO DISABLE bit is
set, meaning that we will only get this response one time - on the first
external trigger. As soon as the compare-event is issued following this first
external trigger, the TC-module is automatically disabled, without ever
being enabled again. Additionally, since the SS HOLD-line is continuously
held logic-high after the compare-event, the IDE3466 ASIC is locked in a
state of doing nothing - waiting for SS HOLD to be released. We obviously
need a way to set the SS HOLD-line logic-low after the ADC has been read
- which is the condition for what we have defined as a sequence-done-
event. Listing 5.5 shows a simplified example of how this can be done
by configuring the TC-module to send an IRQ upon issuing a compare-
event. This IRQ can be utilized to read the ADC and re-arm the counter
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for new external trigger events, which is exactly what the code in Listing
5.5 does. VOR TIM1 IRQHandler() is the ISR responding to the compare-
event IRQ. After the analog sample has been acquired in the function
acquire analog sample(), the TC-module is enabled again by setting the
ENABLE-bit to equal 1, causing the inverted output on SS HOLD to go low.

Listing 5.5: Simplified code example for Vorago VA10820. The setup()

function has been omitted to increase readability, but can be found in the
full code example in Listing A.1 (Appendix A). The code uses a Hardware
Abstraction Layer provided by Vorago’s REB1 board support package [37].

1 volatile static bool TRIGGER_RECEIVED = false;

2

3 void VOR_TIM1_IRQHandler (){

4 /* *******************************************************

5 * Timer/Counter interrupt handler. *

6 * Called when the TC-module issues a compare -event. *

7 ******************************************************* */

8 VOR_Disable_Irq(VOR_IRQ_TIM , 1); // Temporarily disable IRQ

9 TRIGGER_RECEIVED = true; //Set flag

10 }

11

12 void acquire_analog_sample (){

13 /* *******************************************************

14 * Code for analog read to be inserted *

15 * instead of this block. *

16 * This indicates a sequence -done -event. *

17 ******************************************************* */

18

19 //Reset and arm the Timer peripheral:

20 TRIGGER_RECEIVED = false; //Reset flag

21 VOR_TIM ->BANK [1]. ENABLE = 1; //Set SS_HOLD low

22 VOR_Enable_Irq(VOR_IRQ_TIM ,1); //Re -enable the IRQ

23 }

24

25 int main()

26 {

27 setup();

28 //Start main loop:

29 while (1) {

30 //Check if the TIMER ISR has been executed

31 if(TRIGGER_RECEIVED){

32 acquire_analog_sample ();

33 }

34 }

35 }

The simple code-example in Listing 5.5 gets us to our desired output
waveform, as shown in Figure 5.5. Our Vorago VA10820 MCU is now
capable of receiving and reacting to repeated triggers on THGVO.

SS_HOLD (current)

SS_HOLD (desired)

THGVO (input) 1

2 31000ns

Figure 5.5: Timing diagram showing SS HOLDs current response to all
external triggers on the THGVO-line. It has been configured to reflect the
ENABLE register while AUTO DISABLE and STATUS INV is set, and the counter
is re-enabled after an analog read has been performed.
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To summarize, the only necessary, application-specific, configuration was
to modify the TIMER CTRL-register so that the STATUS INV-bit equals 1, the
AUTO DISABLE-bit equals 1, and the STATUS SEL-bitfield equals 5 (making
the SS HOLD-output reflect the ENABLE-bit). Additionally, an ISR had to
be implemented so that an analog read could be performed, and the TC-
module could be re-enabled.

5.2.3 Microchip SAMx71 implementation

Unless otherwise specified, all the bits that are altered in Section 5.2.3 belong to
Microchip SAMx71’s CMR-register. This register behaves differently depending on
whether bit-15, WAVE, is set or not. We will be using the TC-module in waveform-
mode, meaning that the WAVE-bit is set equal to 1. Furthermore, the RC-register
will be the register used for storing the value of ccount.

For a full description of the Timer/Counter Peripheral in the SAMx71 series, refer
to section ”50. Timer Counter (TC)” of the SAMV71[34] and SAMV71RT[35]
datasheets, or section ”40. Timer Counter (TC)” of the SAMRH71 datasheet[15].

The TC-module of the SAMx71 series is slightly more complex than that
of VA10820, and before we start it is important to set the CMR-register in
waveform-mode so that the TC-module can produce an output waveform.
Once this is done, we can start thinking about how to shape the wave-
form to reflect our desired SS HOLD-output. Contrary to the VA10820, the
SAMx71 TC-module can not reflect the enable status, or any other register
value that is configurable by both the CPU and the TC-module. There-
fore, we start by defining what the TC-module shall do when it reaches a
compare-event. In order to reach our desired waveform, we want to do
multiple things in response to each compare-event. First of all, we need the
TC-module to stop counting, like we did by setting the AUTO DISABLE-bit
on the VA10820. SAMx71 has two ways to stop the module from counting,
they are named stop and disable, and in order to understand the difference
between them we refer to the block diagram in Figure 5.6 which is from the
SAMV71-family datasheet[34].

In Figure 5.6 we can see what stop events and disable events actually do.
They both prevent the selected clock from propagating as the counter clock
by sending a reset signal to one or two SR-latches. In both cases this will
force a 0 on one of the inputs of the and-gate where Selected Clock is masked
in or out as the Counter Clock.
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Figure 5.6: Block diagram showing logic operation of the SAMx71-series
TC-module. The diagram is an extract of the full block diagram in
Appendix E, both figures are from Section 50 in the SAMV71-family
datasheet[34].

By following the logic signals in Figure 5.6 from right to left, we can see
that disable events are latched into both of the two SR-latches, while stop
events are only latched into the second SR-latch. After a disable event, the
TC-module needs to be manually re-enabled with CLKEN or CLKSTA and a
trigger in order to start or continue counting. A stop event is less strict, al-
lowing the module to re-initiate counting automatically upon receiving a
trigger, since the Q-output of the first latch will not have been pulled logic-
low by a disable signal2. The behavior we are seeking does not allow for
automatic restarts upon receiving triggers, so we need to configure the TC-
module to disable after a compare-event has been issued. This is done by
setting the CPCDIS-bit in the CMR-register.

The second thing our program needs to do upon a compare-event is to
update the status of the output line, SS HOLD. The ACPC-bitfield controls
how the output-line shall react to compare-events. We want SS HOLD to
go logic-high after 1000 ns ± 50 ns, and setting the ACPC-bitfield to equal
5 means that the output-line will go high once the counting sequence is
done (and a compare-event has been issued). This gives us the following
output-signal.

2This statement assumes that CLKEN was used when starting the previous counting
sequence (as opposed to CLKSTA), and that no disable events or CLKDIS has been issued
in the meantime.
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SS_HOLD (current)

SS_HOLD (desired)

THGVO (input) 1

2 31000ns

Figure 5.7: Timing diagram showing SS HOLDs current response to the
first external trigger on the THGVO-line. The CPCDIS-bit and the ACPC-
bitfield are both set to 1.

As we can see in Figure 5.7, our current SS HOLD-signal isn’t too far away
from the desired signal. In fact, we have the same output as we did in
Figure 5.4 of the Vorago implementation. But as it did then, ”SS HOLD
(current)” from Figure 5.7 only reflects what happens the first time we see
a pulse on the THGVO-line. After this initial pulse, the SS HOLD-line will
currently be held logic-high indefinitely - meaning that there will be no
reaction to any future pulses on THGVO (see Figure 5.8).

SS_HOLD (current)

SS_HOLD (desired)

THGVO (input) 1

2 31000ns

Figure 5.8: Timing diagram showing SS HOLDs current response to all
external triggers, except the first one, on the THGVO-line. The CPCDIS-bit
and the ACPC-bitfield are both set to 1.

So, like for the Vorago VA10820 in Section 5.2.2, we need the TC-module
to issue an IRQ upon the compare-event, which we can utilize to perform
an analog read and set the SS HOLD-signal back low. There are a couple
of ways to solve this problem on the SAMx71-series, but the best one that
was found during the project work for this thesis will be described in the
following few paragraphs.

The SAMx71-series TC-module implements a feature called a software trig-
ger. By setting the SWTRG-bit in the CCR-register to equal 1, a software
trigger-event is propagated to the TC-module. It is possible to configure
the TC-module to react to a software trigger-event similarly to how it can
react to compare-events and external trigger-events. We can, for example,
configure the output-line to go logic-low upon receiving a software trigger
- which means that the software trigger can be used to reset the SS HOLD-
line once a sequence-done-event has occurred. As a reminder, sequence-
done-events indicate that a successful analog read of the AVO-line has been
performed. We need to be careful though, if we don’t pay close attention
to the logic block diagram shown in Figure 5.6, issuing a software trigger
may inadvertently start a new counting sequence. If the Q-output of the
first SR-latch, or CLKSTA, is logic-high at the time of issuing a software trig-
ger, the counter clock will start propagating to the counter - indicating the
start of a new counting sequence. This may seem like a non-issue given
that we made sure to disable the counter upon compare-events, which we
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previously determined would prevent triggers from restarting the counter.
But keep in mind that our desired behavior demands that the counter is
re-armed at the same time as the output goes logic-low.

Re-arming the counter is done by setting the CLKEN-bit in the CCR-register
- the same register that’s used to send software triggers. It may be tempting
to set both of these bits to equal 1 at the same time, but that will cause the
software trigger to start a new counting sequence. Starting a new counting
sequence when we’re attempting to round up the execution of the routine
that was initiated by our previous counting sequence is particularly danger-
ous to our system. Doing so means that the TC and analog read routine
will be continuously active, locking the system up in an endless loop of
disabling and enabling the TC-module.

The way this is prevented in the code shown in Listing 5.6 is by sending
the software trigger independently from the CLKEN-signal that enables the
trigger sensitivity of the TC-module - even though writing to the same reg-
ister twice may seem redundant at first glance.

The code in Listing 5.6 is functionally identical to the code for the VA10820
in Listing 5.5, although it may look slightly more complicated. The only
actual complication is caused by having to verify that the ISR is dealing
with the IRQ we expect it to deal with. Apart from this, other potentially
conceived complications are just due to the two step process of setting the
SS HOLD-signal logic-low and re-enabling the timer - as opposed to doing
both at the same time. Neither of these complications of the code cause the
output waveform to change - so, as Figure 5.9 shows, by using the code in
Listing 5.6 we have achieved the desired waveform.

SS_HOLD (current)

SS_HOLD (desired)

THGVO (input) 1

2 31000ns

Figure 5.9: Timing diagram showing SS HOLDs current response to all
incoming pulses on the THGVO-line. The CPCDIS-bit and the ACPC-bitfield
are both set to 1, and the counter is re-enabled after an analog read has been
performed.
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Listing 5.6: Simplified code example for Microchip SAMx71. The
system init() function has been omitted to increase readability, but can
be found in the full code example in Listing B.1 (Appendix B). The code
uses several layers of hardware abstraction provided by Microchip’s ASF4
framework [38, 39].

1 volatile bool TRIGGER_RECEIVED = false;

2

3

4 void TC10_Handler(void)

5 {

6 /* *******************************************************

7 * Timer/Counter interrupt handler. *

8 * Called when the TC-module issues a compare -event. *

9 ******************************************************* */

10

11 NVIC_DisableIRQ(TC10_IRQn);

12 //Read status register to clear interrupt bit

13 hri_tc_sr_reg_t status = hri_tc_read_SR_reg(TC3 ,1);

14

15 //Check if the RC Compare has been triggered

16 if(status & TC_SR_CPCS){

17 TRIGGER_RECEIVED = true;

18 }else{

19 NVIC_EnableIRQ(TC10_IRQn);

20 }

21 }

22

23 void SS_HOLD_force_low (){

24 /* *******************************************************

25 * TC_CCR_SWTRG is set independently from TC_CCR_CLKEN *

26 * in order to prevent the software trigger from *

27 * starting a new counting sequence - causing an endless *

28 * loop of triggering the TC-module. *

29 ******************************************************* */

30

31 // Send software trigger:

32 hri_tc_write_CCR_reg(TC3 , 1, TC_CCR_SWTRG);

33 // Enable TC module again

34 hri_tc_write_CCR_reg(TC3 , 1, TC_CCR_CLKEN);

35 }

36

37 void acquire_analog_sample (){

38 /* *******************************************************

39 * Code for analog read to be inserted *

40 * instead of this block. *

41 ******************************************************* */

42

43 TRIGGER_RECEIVED = false;

44 SS_HOLD_force_low ();

45 NVIC_EnableIRQ(TC10_IRQn);

46 }

47

48 int main(void)

49 {

50 /* Initializes MCU , drivers and middleware */

51 system_init ();

52 SS_HOLD_force_low ();

53 //Start main loop:

54 while (1) {

55 if(TRIGGER_RECEIVED){

56 acquire_analog_sample ();

57 }

58 }

59 }
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The SS HOLD force low() function, and its seemingly redundant piece
of code (writing twice to the same register), will obstruct otherwise
normal operation in a real-world scenario. In the NORM instrument this
means that the maximum achievable analog sampling rate is reduced,
since a new sampling sequence can’t start until the previous sequence
has finished. Therefore, an optimized version of the same function was
written in a C-/Assembly-language hybrid that’s readable by the GCC-
compiler (see Listing 5.7). This Assembly-version will be used in place of
SS HOLD force low() in all upcoming experimental measurements. This
does not change the programs performance on any of the metrics that we
want to measure in this thesis, but the optimized function is used during
the upcoming tests and is therefore mentioned for transparency.

Listing 5.7: Optimized version of the SS HOLD force low() function in
Listing 5.6.

1 void SS_HOLD_force_low_asm (){

2 /* *******************************************************

3 * Optimized version of the SS_HOLD_FORCE_LOW () function *

4 ******************************************************* */

5

6 TC_CRITICAL_SECTION_ENTER ();

7 __asm( // Store TC_CCR address (0 x40054040) in r2

8 "mov r2, #0x4040\n\t"// Store 16 LSB of address

9 "movt r2, #0 x4005\n\t"//Store 16 MSB of address

10 //Send software trigger:

11 "movs r1, #4\n\t" //Set TC_CCR_SWTRG (0x4) to r1

12 "str r1, [r2]\n\t" // Store r1 value in TC_CCR reg

13 // Enable TC module again

14 "movs r1, #1\n\t" // Set TC_CCR_CLKEN (0x1) to r1

15 "str r1, [r2]" // Store r1 value in TC_CCR reg

16 :/* no output */

17 :/* no input */

18 : "r1", "r2"); // Notify compiler that r1 and r2 has

been altered

19 TC_CRITICAL_SECTION_LEAVE ();

20 }

5.3 Experimental setup

In the beginning of this thesis it was claimed that a task, which had previ-
ously only been possible to perform on an FPGA, could now be performed
on an MCU by utilizing the Timer/Counter peripheral. It was claimed that
the TC-peripheral allow us to implement concurrent and autonomous sig-
nal delay functionality that can perform to high real-time standards.

In order to verify this claim we need to measure how well the implementa-
tions described in Section 5.2.2 and Section 5.2.3 conform to the previously
defined real-time requirements when running on the candidate MCUs. The
two most challenging parts about meeting the requirements come down to
the short response time, 1000 ns, and the tight time-span that defines valid
results, 1000 ns ± 50 ns, relative to the period time of one MCU-clock cy-
cle, tclock = 20 ns. In order to guarantee that the response signal is always
applied within this short time-span, we need to know how much jitter to
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expect in the response time, tresponse.

In the following two sections, Section 5.3.1 and Section 5.3.2, we will first
determine the unknown startup latency, tstartup, of each TC-module (Test 1).
This test is performed in order to calculate the number of counts, ccount, that
should occur before a compare-event (Equation 5.4). We will then use the
newly determined values of ccount for both MCUs individually, and perform
another test (Test 2) in order to determine how precisely and accurately
the two MCUs conform to the real-time requirements. As previously dis-
cussed, the accuracy is not too much of a concern for the specific application
discussed here, but this characteristic metric could prove useful to know
in other applications. Keep in mind that this thesis aims to provide the
reader with an implementation approach, an experimental method, and,
more generally, a place to start, when determining if the TC-module can
perform any given real-time task that might emerge in their system.

For both tests, the IDE3466 will be replaced by a 300 MHz bandwidth func-
tion generator and oscilloscope from Rohde & Schwarz (RTB2004 [40]). The
RTB2004 will simulate the IDE3466 behavior, as it was described in Fig-
ure 5.1, by generating trigger pulses (used as TC-input on the THGVO-
line for the two MCUs). It will also record signal waveforms, and mea-
sure responses/time delays. In order to ensure consistent test-conditions
and oscilloscope settings, each test is configured, started, and stopped by
a python script that communicates with the RTB2004 oscilloscope via USB.
The scripts also retrieves and stores the measurement data to a file on the
computer that runs it. These scripts can be found in Appendix F and Ap-
pendix G (the Python-code uses libraries from [41, 42, 43]). Both of these
scripts configure the Aux Out port to generate pulses with a pulse width of
roughly 50 ns at 150kHz, which is meant to simulate the IDE3466 behavior
in some of the harshest possible conditions, in terms of incoming radiation,
that the NORM instrument is expected to be able to handle. The sample
rate will be set to 1.25 GSa/s, yielding a discrete resolution of 0.8 ns per
time step in the sampled waveforms.

The tests will be performed on two different MCUs: Vorago’s VA10820-QF0
and Microchip’s ATSAMV71Q21, representing the VA10820 and SAMx71-
family respectively. The ATSAMV71Q21 is the closest COTS equivalent
to SAMRH71, meaning that it has the same TC-module and configurable
registers. The VA10820-QF0 is populated on a REB1-VA10820 evaluation
board [44] while the ATSAMV71Q21 is populated on a SAM V71 Xplained
Ultra evaluation board [45]. In order to produce comparable data for the
two MCUs, they will both run at 50 MHz clocks.

On REB1-VA10820, pins PA0 and PA1 are used as input and output to the
TC-module respectively. These signals are in turn probed by the RTB2004
oscilloscope and displayed on input channels 1 (yellow waveform) and 2
(green waveform).
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Figure 5.10: Close-up image of the Vorago REB1-VA10820 device under test
showing the necessary connections to run Test 1 and 2. The VA10820-chip
is Rad Hard by design.

On the SAM V71 Xplained Ultra board, pins PE04 and PE03 are used for
input and output respectively. These pins are, by default, disconnected
from the pin headers that are routed out on the board (see Figure 5.11) so
two zero-ohm resistors (R217 and R218) needed to be mounted to the board
in order to connect the MCU-pins to the pin header.

Figure 5.11: Close-up image of the Microchip SAM V71 Xplained Ultra
device under test showing the necessary connections to run Test 1 and 2.
The ATSAMV71Q21-chip is the closest COTS equivalent to SAMRH71.
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Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the oscilloscope setup in its whole, as it was
used for all tests.

Figure 5.12: Vorago REB1-VA10820 device under test and oscilloscope
setup

Figure 5.13: Microchip SAM V71 Xplained Ultra device under test and
oscilloscope setup

5.3.1 Test 1: Determining startup latency

In this test, the two evaluation boards will be configured to set the output
response logic-high immediately upon an external trigger event. This means
that the output response on the SS HOLD-line should go logic-high, with-
out any dynamically configured delay, immediately following a rising edge
on the THGVO-line. This excludes all counting and comparing the current
counting value to the maximum value, ccount, and should give an indica-
tion of the administrative overhead that will always be experienced with
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the given TC-module. In other words, it basically tells us how long it takes
the MCU to register a rising edge on the THGVO-line - giving us a value for
startup latency, tstartup. The startup latency can be converted to a number
of clock cycles, cstartup, and used in Equation 5.4 in order to find the num-
ber of counts that correspond to 1000 ns, ccount, for the given TC-module.
The value for ccount will in turn be used in Test 2 as the maximum count-
ing value for the TC-modules, the value at which the TC-modules issue a
compare-event, indicating that tcount has passed.

The code that will be used for this test is not reliant on any IRQs, and
can therefore be made slightly less complicated than the code described
in Section 5.2. The entire execution (registering an external trigger, setting
the output high and then low again) is performed concurrently to the CPU
execution. Since the code for this test serves no functional purpose for the
NORM instrument, it will not be further explained in this thesis - but it can
be found in Appendix A.2 and Appendix B.2.

5.3.2 Test 2: Determining jitter in response time

In this test, the two evaluation boards will be programmed with the code
described in the implementations section above (Section 5.2). The code de-
scribed above was slightly simplified, omitting things like initial configu-
ration of GPIO-pins, but the full code can be found in Appendix A and
Appendix B.

The goal of this test is mainly to determine how precisely the MCUs can
cause a delay of 1000 ± 50 ns, i.e. figuring out whether there is a lot of
unpredictable jitter in the response time, tresponse. If the jitter is too large,
the TC-module won’t be able to perform within the real-time requirements
which specify that the task needs to be completed within ±50 ns of the op-
timal tresponse = 1000 ns. The secondary goal of this test is to determine
whether the ccount that is found in Test 1 actually translates to an accurate
tresponse of 1000 ns on the two MCUs.

The accuracy is not as critical for the specific example task in this thesis as
the precision is, but will, as already mentioned, still be determined in order
to get a good and descriptive characteristic of the two MCUs.
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CHAPTER 6

Results

6.1 Test 1: Determining startup latency

As described in Section 5.3, the first test helps us determine the unknown
average startup latency, tstartup, that was first introduced in Figure 5.1. This
value can in turn be used as input in Equation 5.4 in order to find the maxi-
mum counting value, ccount, that we need to provide our TC-module before
running Test 2 (Section 6.2). The value of ccount practically determines how
long the total delay, tresponse, between rising edge on the THGVO-line and
rising edge on the SS HOLD-line is - with the limitation that the total de-
lay can never be shorter than the tstartup we are about to find experimentally.

The following data was acquired by using the procedure described in Sec-
tion 5.3.1. The TC-module of each MCU was programmed to respond to
an input trigger without any delay (code in Appendix A.2 and Appendix
B.2). For each MCU, the waveforms of 1000 events were recorded, along
with the RTB2004 oscilloscope’s measurement of tstartup for each individ-
ual trigger event. The measurement was configured to start when THGVO
crossed a threshold value of 1.5 V, and end when SS HOLD did the same.
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Figure 6.1: A plot showing the average startup latency, tstartup, of VA10820.
The plot also shows the average waveform of THGVO and SS HOLD, as
well as the waveform of the fastest and slowest SS HOLD response.
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Figure 6.2: A plot showing the average startup latency, tstartup, of
SAMV71Q21. The plot also shows the average waveform of THGVO and
SS HOLD, as well as the waveform of the fastest and slowest SS HOLD
response.

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the average waveforms of THGVO and SS HOLD
over the 1000 recorded trigger events along with a red bar that illustrates
which time-span is being measured (tstartup). The red bar is only meant to
be indicative, so no interpolation is being performed to find the exact mo-
ment in time where 1.5 V is being crossed. This moment is being found
by the oscilloscope, which states that it performs a sin(x)

x interpolation be-
tween points. The figures also show the actual, non averaged, waveform
of the single fastest and slowest response, which, for both MCUs, are sepa-
rated by 20.8 ns at the threshold value of 1.5 V.

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show that the average startup latency, tstartup, is 59.0 ns
for VA10820 and 62.0 ns for SAMV71. Keeping in mind that the resolution
of ccount will be limited to the discrete steps of the clock that controls it
( tclock = 20 ns/cycle as found in Equation 5.1), it can be seen that it is
sufficient to round off the values for startup latency to the closest integer
multiple of the clock period. In other words, using that both MCUs have
an average startup latency of roughly 60 ns, or 3 clock periods, should
be sufficient for the continued discussion. When cstartup = 3 is filled into
Equation 5.4, we get that both MCUs should use a ccount of 47 clock cycles
in order to achieve an average response time, tresponse, of 1000 ns:

ccount = ctheoretical − cstartup = 50 cycles− 3 cycles = 47 cycles
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6.2 Test 2: Determining jitter in response time

Now that ccount = 47 cycles has been determined to be the best value for
both MCUs, the more important accuracy and precision test can be per-
formed on each of them.

The following data was acquired by using the procedure described in Sec-
tion 5.3.2, unless otherwise specified. Section 5.3.2 described how the TC-
module of each MCU could be programmed to, upon receiving an external
trigger on THGVO, start a counting sequence that ends when reaching its
target number of cycles, ccount = 47 (code in Appendix A and Appendix
B). The remaining sequence of operations was implemented as described
in Section 5.2. As in Test 1, the waveforms of 1000 trigger events were
recorded for each MCU, along with the RTB2004 oscilloscope’s measure-
ment of tresponse for each individual event. The measurement was config-
ured to start when a rising edge on THGVO crossed a threshold value of 1.5
V, and end when SS HOLD did the same. The waveforms shown in Figures
6.3 and 6.9 are not interpolated to find a point in time where the waveforms
match 1.5V exactly. The red bars that visualize tresponse are meant to be in-
dicative of the relative length of the average response time and may not
directly touch any points along the waveforms. This happens because the
plotted waveforms are smoothed as an average of all (n=1000) waveforms
for THGVO and SS HOLD. Keep in mind that the smoothed waveforms
are averaged along the y-axis while tresponse is averaged along the x-axis.

6.2.1 Vorago REB1-VA10820

When performing Test 2 on a Vorago VA10820, we get an average delay
time, tresponse, of 998.9 ns (see Figure 6.3), which is certainly close enough
to the targeted 1000 ns for the requirements stated in this thesis. From the
same figure it is also worth noting that the standard deviation of tresponse has
not grown proportionally with the duration of tresponse (when compared to
the results of Test 1 in Figure 6.1). In fact, the standard deviation in Test
2 (5.770 ns) seems directly comparable to the standard deviation in Test
1 (5.823 ns). The main difference between the two tests is that in Test 1
the TC-module doesn’t actually perform any counting - it just directly re-
sponds to an input. The fact that the standard deviation doesn’t change
significantly when the module now, in Test 2, has to perform 47 counts
between registering an input and producing a response indicates that the
counting portion of the module runs perfectly stable within the limitations
of the two measurements. In other words, the only significant jitter in the
Vorago VA10820’s TC-module seems to come from detecting rising edges
on the input-line (THGVO).

Standard deviation is a metric that is often used to tell how likely it is that
a measured value will fall within a certain span of the average value. One
can, for example, show that 99.7% of all observed values will occur within
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±3σ of the mean value for a Gaussian distribution. Standard deviation,
therefore, sounds like a good metric to use for measuring how much jitter to
expect from the TC-module’s response, which needs to be less than ±50 ns
to fulfill the real-time requirements presented in this thesis. Using the data
from above, ±3σ amounts to ±3 · 5.8ns = ±17.3ns. Utilizing standard
deviation this way does, as mentioned, assume that the tresponse data is
distributed in something close to a Gaussian bell curve. So, to use ±3σ as a
measure of jitter, the distribution of tresponse durations needs to be roughly
Gaussian.

Figure 6.3: A plot showing the average waveform of THGVO and
SS HOLD when performing Test 2 on Vorago VA10820. The plot also shows
a red bar indicating the duration of the average delay time, tresponse, as well
as the waveform of the fastest and slowest SS HOLD response.
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of total delay times, tresponse, when running Test 2
on a Vorago VA10820.
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Figure 6.4 shows the distribution of tresponse measurements during Test 2. By
studying that histogram, one can see that the distribution does not resem-
ble a Gaussian distribution at all. In fact, the number of occurrences of each
value seems mostly equal in the vast majority of the bins - except a few of
the very lowest and highest values observed. This implies that the distribu-
tion is random and uniform, which may be caused by something limiting
the observed value to only exist within a certain span. In this particular case,
the observed values of tresponse all occur within a span of 20.8 ns from the
lowest observed value to the highest. Which is suspiciously close to the
period time of 20 ns used by the Timer/Counter-module’s clock (which for
this test is running at 50 MHz).

Another interesting observation one can make from Figure 6.4, is that the
presentation looks more like a bar chart than a histogram. The bins are
discrete, and contains counts of a single value instead of a span of values.
This indicates that, even though the RTB2004 oscilloscope is configured to
perform a sin(x)

x interpolation, the measurements are still based on the non-
interpolated samples. This results in discrete measurement-steps of 0.8 ns,
which corresponds to a sample rate of 1.25 GSa/s - the sampling frequency
of the oscilloscope1.
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Figure 6.5: The same data as in Figure 6.3, but the tresponse measurement is
based on an interpolated waveform to get closer to the actual time that the
rising edges cross 1.5 V. As a result, the measurement increases from 998.9
ns to 999.3 ns

While discrete samples are an interesting observation, it is also an
undesired one. Therefore, Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 are based on the exact
same waveforms (n=1000) as Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4, except that, in

1The behavior of all data points occurring within 20.8 ns of each other, in discrete 0.8
ns steps, is also consistent with the startup latency results (Test 1). Histograms for the
distribution of startup latency values can be found in Appendix D.
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order to find the duration of tresponse, a linear interpolation was applied
to the waveforms until the threshold value 1.5 V could be determined to a
precision of 0.001 V. This linear interpolation was performed by using the
Python functions attached in Appendix J.
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Figure 6.6: The distribution of the interpolated tresponse-measurements in
Figure 6.5. This histogram should look similar to the histogram in Figure
6.4, but after interpolating the measurements, the distribution is even more
flat than before.

The most interesting difference between the old results and the new results
that are based on interpolation is that the span of the distribution is re-
duced from 20.8 ns to 20.06 ns (see Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.6). Additionally,
the distribution is flatter than it was before - making it even less likely that
the jitter is dominated by a Gaussian effect. To further investigate this, it is
possible to gently modify the method described in Test 1 (Section 5.3.1) in
order to acquire a pulse of a specific width that is not dependent on startup
latency, IRQs or any other form of sequential processing. By configuring
the timer to set SS HOLD logic-low after ccount = 47 cycles and performing
a similar, interpolated, analysis of n=1000 waveforms, we can learn more
about the precision and accuracy of the actual clock that is driving the TC-
module.

Since the pulse on SS HOLD in Figure 6.7 is independent from external
factors, there is no longer any reason to expect the jitter in its duration to
be dominated by a non-Gaussian process. On the contrary, whatever jitter
is still left will most likely be caused by Gaussian processes such as clock
instability due to temperature changes. This is confirmed by plotting a
histogram of the pulse width distribution (see Figure 6.8).
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Figure 6.7: This figure shows the average waveform of a signal acquired
by the same method as in Test 1. The green signal, SS HOLD, is
entirely controlled by the TC-module, making the pulse width completely
independent from external factors. Note: A programming error caused
the duration of tpulse to be 1 clock cycle longer than intended (ccount = 48
instead of 47)
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Figure 6.8: The distribution of pulse width measurements, tpulse, in Figure
6.7. The jitter in this measurement seems to be dominated by a Gaussian
effect, as the histogram correlates well with a Gaussian distribution.

Having confirmed that the distribution of this pulse-width measurement
is Gaussian, we know that the standard deviation can be used as our mea-
surement of jitter for the TC-clock itself (jitter = ±3σ). This is inconsistent
with the behavior we observed for the module as a whole, meaning that the
jitter of the TC-clock is insignificant in comparison with the jitter caused by
rising edge detection. Figure 6.7 shows that the jitter, σ = 0.05 ns, is much
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lower than the previously measured delay span, 20.06 ns (Figure 6.6), and
standard deviation, 5.76 ns (Figure 6.5), of the TC-modules output.

Finally, the average duration of the pulse, tpulse = 960.911 ns (Figure 6.7)
can be used to confirm the accuracy of the TC-clock frequency. Since we
know that the pulse width is exactly ccount = 48 cycles 2, we can find the
average clock period of the TC-clock with the following formula:

ttc−clock =
tpulse

ccount
=

960.911 ns
48 cycles

' 20.02
ns

cycle

This can in turn be used to find the actual average frequency of the TC-clock
with the following formula:

ftc−clock =
1

ttc−clock
=

1
20.02 ns

' 49.95 MHz (6.1)

so the TC-clock seems to, on average, run roughly 0.05 MHz slower than
the expected 50 MHz when measured by the RTB2004 oscilloscope. It is
important to consider that this discrepancy may also have been caused by
the oscilloscope clock running faster than expected.

6.2.2 Microchip SAM V71 Xplained Ultra

The results for the Microchip SAMV71Q21 show the same trends as the re-
sults that have already been presented for the Vorago VA10820. Since the
results does not deviate significantly from each other, no further presenta-
tion will be performed in this section, since the commentary from Section
6.2.1 is also valid for the data presented in Figures 6.9 and 6.10.

2ccount was supposed to be 47 cycles, not 48, but a programming error caused these
results to reflect ccount = 48 cycles instead.
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Figure 6.9: A plot showing the average waveform of THGVO and
SS HOLD when performing Test 2 on Microchip SAMV71Q21. The plot
also shows a red bar indicating the duration of the average delay time,
tresponse, as well as the waveform of the fastest and slowest SS HOLD
response.
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Figure 6.10: Distribution of total delay times, tresponse, when running Test 2
on a Microchip SAMV71Q21.
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Figure 6.11: The same data as in Figure 6.9, but the tresponse measurement is
based on an interpolated waveform to get closer to the actual time that the
rising edges cross 1.5 V. As a result, the measurement increases from 1002.1
ns to 1002.4 ns.
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Figure 6.12: The distribution of the interpolated tresponse-measurements in
Figure 6.11. This histogram should look similar to the histogram in Figure
6.10, but after interpolating the measurements, the distribution is even
more flat than before.
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Figure 6.13: This figure shows the average waveform of a signal acquired
by the same method as in Test 1. The green signal, SS HOLD, is
entirely controlled by the TC-module, making the pulse width completely
independent from external factors.
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Figure 6.14: The distribution of pulse width measurements, tpulse, in Figure
6.13. The jitter in this measurement seems to be dominated by a Gaussian
effect, as the histogram correlates well with a Gaussian distribution.

Using the value for tpulse = 940.938 ns from Figure 6.13 and that ccount =
47 cycles, the actual average clock frequency of the SAMV71W21 TC-
module is then calculated to be:

ftc−clock =
1

( 940.938 ns
47 )

=
1

20.02 ns
' 49.95 MHz (6.2)
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CHAPTER 7

Discussion
The results presented in Chapter 6 are quite consistent between MCUs and
implementations. Both MCUs exhibit slight deviations in the accuracy of
tresponse when compared to the target value of 1000 ns. With deviations
of 0.7 ns for VA10820 and 2.4 ns for SAMV71Q21 the offset amounts to less
than 0.25% of the target value, in both cases (these deviations are calculated
with data from the interpolated tresponse values in Figures 6.5 and 6.11).

As discussed several times already, the accuracy is not particularly impor-
tant for the specific task discussed in this thesis. What is more important is
the amount of jitter to expect in the response time, tresponse. In the following
text the term unpredictable delay will be introduced, and used synonymous
to the total span of jitter measurements. As seen in Figures 6.4 and 6.10, the
distribution of measured tresponse values does not resemble a Gaussian dis-
tribution, so we have to discard standard deviation as the metric to describe
jitter behavior on the two TC-modules that were tested. However, as it was
hinted to in Section 6.2.1, the distributions seem even more predictable than
Gaussian distributions - since the total spread of values was exactly 20.8 ns
for all tests performed1 when using non-interpolated measurements from
the oscilloscope. A part of this value was quickly suspected of being a mea-
surement error, as the clock period, tclk, of the TC-module was 20 ns and the
sample period of the oscilloscope measurements were 0.8 ns. The implica-
tions of having the jitter limited by a clock period is that the clock period
itself can be used as a measure of jitter in the TC-module - eliminating the
need of a Gaussian distribution.

It has already been mentioned that the dominant part of this jitter is likely
to be caused by the circuitry responsible for detecting rising edges on the
input line, asserting External Trigger Events. It may be easier to see why this
conclusion was made if we allow ourselves to assume, for now, that the
actual maximum jitter is 20 ns instead of 20.8 ns. 20 ns of jitter means that
there is consistently less than 1 clock period of unpredictable delay.

A maximum unpredictable delay of 1 clock period can be explained by
a scenario where the THGVO-signal passes the rising edge threshold
immediately after the TC-module clocks in a sample (see Figure 7.1). In
Figure 7.1, the rising edges of the TC-clock (CLK TC-line in the figure)
represent the occasions where the TC-module acquires a sample of the
THGVO-line. The three variants of THGVO shown in Figure 7.1 illustrates
how the best- and worst-case unpredictable delay for rising edges 1 and 2
on the TC-clock can occur. The best case unpredictable delay of 0 ns occurs
when THGVO goes logic-high immediately before the TC-clock goes high.
The worst case unpredictable delay occurs when THGVO goes logic-high

1Histograms for the distributions in Test 1 can be found in Appendix D
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immediately after the TC-clock goes logic-high.

CLK_TC

Best case THGVO, 1

Worst case THGVO, 2

Best case THGVO, 2

20 ns1 2

Figure 7.1: Timing diagram that demonstrates how worst- and best-case
rising-edge-registrations can occur in a system running on a 50 MHz clock.

The mean value of tresponse would have an average unpredictable delay that
spans somewhere between these two values, which is what’s observed in
Figures 6.4 and 6.10. What has not yet been properly discussed, though,
is why the observed distribution span of 20.8 ns deviates by 0.8 ns when
compared to the clock period of 20.0 ns.

The RTB2004 oscilloscope acquires samples at a rate of 1.25 GSa/s during
these tests, amounting to a period time, i.e. discrete sampling steps, of 0.8
ns. This means that one sample period on the oscilloscope matches the de-
viation from the MCU clock period perfectly. In Section 6.2, this quickly
led to suspicion towards the experimental setup rather than the device un-
der test, and it was noticed that the measurements were not interpolated
to find the intersection between the threshold of 1.5 V and the waveforms.
The reason that the non-interpolated figures are still displayed in this the-
sis, even though a Python script was developed to take care of this problem
(see Appendix J), is that they unintentionally demonstrate a curious effect
between asynchronous time domains which can be important for certain
applications of the TC-module.

Looking at the non-interpolated distributions of tresponse in Figures 6.4 and
6.10, we can see that the occurrence of edge values is much lower than
the occurrence of non-edge values (which are roughly equally distributed).
If the worst-case unpredictable delay is in fact caused by the mechanism
described in Figure 7.1, we expect these distributions to be almost
completely uniform due to the random nature of the radiation events. In
this test, however, we are not actually measuring any real radiation events,
so the distribution should be determined by the function generator in the
oscilloscope. Yet, we still see an almost perfectly uniform distribution of the
non-interpolated measurements of tresponse, except for these edge values.
When the waveforms are then interpolated to better match the point in time
that intersects with the rising edge-threshold value (Figures 6.6 and 6.12),
these edge values flatten out as well - making the distributions almost
perfectly uniform. This indicates that there must be a mechanism that
makes the simulated charge pulses occur somewhat randomly. One such
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mechanism could be that the clocks in the oscilloscope and the TC-module
disagree about how long 20 ns is. In other words, that at least one of the
two clocks is slightly inaccurate - making them asynchronous and causing
their phase to drift relative to each other. This asynchronicity was observed
in Section 6.2, where it was determined that 50 MHz on the oscilloscope
corresponds to roughly 49.95 MHz on both TC-modules. The effect also
explains how it is possible to, sometimes, measure more than 1 clock cycle
of jitter in the TC-modules, causing the edge-values to be artificially low in
the original, non-interpolated, distribution plots.

CLK_OSC

CLK_TC 1 5

3 4

THGVO 2

0 n
s

20
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20
.8 
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6

20.02 ns

Figure 7.2: Timing diagram showing how the TC-clock, CLK TC, running
slightly slower than the oscilloscope clock, CLK OSC, can cause a measure-
ment error. When the labeled rising edges occur in this specific order, the
oscilloscope will measure 20.8 ns of unpredictable delay, even though the
Timer/Counter only needs one clock cycle (∼ 20 ns) to register the rising
edge on THGVO. All timestamps along the x-axis represent time as experi-
enced by CLK OSC.

By using the rising edge labels from Figure 7.2 it is easier to imagine how
20.8 ns of delay can be measured even though the actual delay is no more
than ∼ 20 ns. The figure assumes that 20 ns, as measured by the TC-clock,
equates to 20.02 ns when measured by the oscilloscope clock (as it was de-
termined to be in Equations 6.1 and 6.2). The exact values are just meant as
examples, and it is not important which clock is the most accurate as long as
the TC-clock is slightly slower than the oscilloscope clock. The result is that
it becomes possible for 1 clock period on the TC-clock to start immediately
before a clock period on the oscilloscope clock (rising edge 1 and 3) - but end
immediately after the clock period indicating 20 ns has passed (rising edge
5 and 4). The event that was just described is important to understand, be-
cause it can only occur when the phase shift between the oscilloscope clock
and the TC-clock is at a very particular angle. Had rising edge 1 occurred
just slightly earlier, rising edge 5 would also have occurred before rising
edge 4 - as it should. The reason that this sequence of events is important
becomes evident whenTHGVO rises to its logic-high value (edge 2) during
the short time between edge 1 and 3. When it does, the oscilloscope will
immediately see THGVO as high, while the TC-module will not see it as
high until its next rising edge (edge 5). When that next rising edge (edge 5)
occurs after the edge that indicates to the oscilloscope that 20 ns has passed
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(edge 4), an additional, artificial, 0.8 ns delay will be measured. In other
words, the edges have to align in a very particular way for the artificial 0.8
ns delay to be measured. This alignment can only happen every so often
because the slight asynchronicity between the two clocks causes their rela-
tive phase shift to constantly drift. Since the likelihood for a 20.8 ns delay
to be measured depends on the relative phase shift of the clocks it occurs
less often than the other values in an otherwise random distribution. This
is exactly what the non-interpolated distribution figures show.

The mechanism described above seems to be confirmed by Figures 6.6 and
6.12. Interpolating the waveforms when measuring tresponse removes most
of the additional 0.8 ns delay from the span of the unpredictable delays
when compared to the non-interpolated distributions in Figures 6.4 and
6.10. In the interpolated versions, the unexpected delay spans 20.06 ns for
Vorago and 20.12 ns for Microchip, as opposed to 20.8 ns for both in the
non-interpolated versions. So, even though it seems likely that the jitter
of the TC-modules will never span values greater than 20 ns (due to the
mechanisms described in Figures 7.1 and 7.2), we still observe an addi-
tional picosecond-scale jitter on top of those 20 ns. This small, additional,
jitter can likely be attributed to the jitter of the actual clock that empowers
the TC-modules. It was argued, in Section 6.2, that the jitter in the TC-
clock could be measured by measuring the pulse width of a signal that is
determined by the TC-module and independent on any external factors.
It was also argued that, since this jitter is Gaussian, we can use the stan-
dard deviation of that pulse width to quantify the magnitude of the jitter.
For VA10820 the standard deviation was determined to be σvor = 0.046 ns
(Figure 6.7), and for SAMV71Q21 it was determined to be σmic = 0.072 ns
(Figure 6.13). Using that 99.7% of all observed values will occur within±3σ
of the mean value, we can be rather confident that the total unpredictable
delay of the routine will be shorter than 20 ns + 3σ for each MCU. This
should be sufficient given that we are still far from the maximum±50 ns of
jitter, and because the readout routine has a firm real-time requirement. As
a result, the maximum span of unpredictable delays should be in the range
of 20 ns + 3σvor ' 20.14 ns for VA10820, and 20 ns + 3σmic ' 20.22 ns for
SAMV71Q21. The measured spans were 20.06 ns for VA10820 (Figure 6.6)
and 20.12 ns for SAMV71Q21 (Figure 6.12) - both well within the maximum
limits calculated above.

It has not been determined in this thesis, but these σ-values are likely
slightly dependent on the value of ccount, as the clock-frequency might
drift over time. This should, however, not be a problem for the number
of clock cycles that are discussed here. The precision of the oscillators are
not specified in the datasheet of either microcontroller. Future work could
include quantifying this dependency - should it be determined necessary
for a given application.

Another curious detail that can be observed in the results of all the mea-
surements is that all the average values seem to correspond closely with
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an integer multiple of the clock cycle. This isn’t something that should
be taken for granted, given that the unpredictable delay seems to be ran-
domly distributed between 0 and 1 clock cycles - averaging at roughly 0.5
cycles. It implies that there is a constant startup latency of 2.5 clock cy-
cles, and that the 0 to 1 clock cycles of unpredictable delay comes on top
of that (accumulating to the 3 cycles that were measured in Test 1). For
the distribution of response times in Test 2, this should translate to a min-
imum 49.5 clock cycles (caused by constant latency) - and a maximum of
50.5 clock cycles (caused by jitter on top of the constant latency). This hy-
pothesis is backed up by the interpolated distribution histograms2 (Figure
6.6 and Figure 6.12). These histograms show that the jitter does not cause
the total response time to span between two integer multiples of the clock
period, e.g. 49-50 clock cycles or 50-51 clock cycles, but rather between
something close to 49.5 and 50.5 clock cycles - averaging close to 50. The
observed ranges of tresponse values in the aforementioned figures are 989.3-
1009.4 ns for VA10820 (49.46-50.47 cycles at 50 MHz) and 992.0-1012.1 ns
for SAMV71Q21 (49.60-50.61 cycles at 50 MHz). What exactly could be
the cause of this observed half-cycle of constant latency is not easily deter-
minable based on the MCU-datasheets alone ([34, 36]). The implications of
its existence are in our favor, though, as it results in an average response
time close to an integer multiple of the clock cycle instead of an average
somewhere between two integer multiples.

All in all, both Timer/Counter-modules seem very reliable (see the
standard deviation of the pulse width plots, Figures 6.7 and 6.13) , with
their weakest link being caused by interfacing with an asynchronous
external trigger. The unpredictable delay caused by this asynchronous
interface is unfortunately unavoidable, but luckily, it is only unpredictable
to a point where it can have a value between 0 and 1 clock cycles. This
means that the total span of the jitter can never be larger than the clock
period

tjitterspan < tclock ' 20 ns,

which can vary slightly due to Gaussian jitter. The jitter is most likely to
distribute around the mean response time as something close to half of its
total span.

tresponse ±
tjitterspan

2
= tresponse± ∼ 10 ns

This is due to the demonstrably uniform distribution of the jitter (Figures
6.6 and 6.12). This in turn means that there is a lower limit to the clock
frequency that can be used by the NORM DHU in order to stay inside the
real-time requirements. At a clock frequency of 10 MHz, the clock period
equals 100 ns, making it the theoretically lowest possible frequency for a
jitter requirement of±50 ns. The planned operational clock range of 50-100
MHz is well above that limit.

2The hypothesis is also backed up by the non-interpolated histograms and the
histograms in Appendix D
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Part IV

Conclusion
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusion
In conclusion, it has been demonstrated that the TC-peripheral can be a
great tool for simple real-time tasks in space instrumentation - or other ap-
plications where complexity and cost can impact mission feasibility. It has
been demonstrated that, at the relatively low clock frequencies used in ra-
diation hardened MCUs, the dominant factor causing jitter is asynchronous
interfacing with external hardware. This means that the maximum amount
of jitter will never be significantly larger than the clock period, and that the
jitter therefore is a function of the operational clock frequency of the TC-
module itself.

The results presented in Chapter 6 were affected by what is suspected to
be a measurement error, resulting in an additional 0.8 ns in addition to the
1 clock cycle, 20 ns, of maximum unpredictable delay. This was later im-
proved by performing a linear interpolation on the recorded waveforms
in order to determine where they intersect with the rising edge threshold
of 1.5 V with higher precision. The experimental setup could, in a future
experiment, be improved by performing calibration and, potentially, syn-
chronization between the clocks on the device under test and on the oscil-
loscope. It would also be worthwhile to perform the tests with a higher
sample rate in the first place, in order to avoid having to interpolate the
data at a later time. In the end, it was determined that the unpredictable
delay was likely to stay below 20.22 ns for both MCUs -resulting in a jitter
that is roughly half of that size. This is well within the tolerance of ±50 ns
for the NORM instrument, especially given that the real-time task is classi-
fied as firm rather than hard.

Because the performance of the VA10820 and the SAMV71Q21 was so sim-
ilar for this real-time task, the TC-module could be ruled out as a deciding
factor for which MCU to base the NORM instrument around. This means
that the primary goal of the thesis has been achieved, which was to demon-
strate that both of the MCUs were able to perform to the systems real-time
requirements. As for the overarching objective of this thesis, the work pre-
sented here did play an important role in the component selection for the
NORM instrument. In the end SAMRH71 was selected, with the reasoning
that it provides a larger tolerance to unforseen tasks, more memory, and is
generally more capable than the VA10820 - which could all prove impor-
tant given that the majority of the codebase was not yet developed at the
time of the selection. Additionally, the SAMRH71 contains peripherals for
memory control as well as a peripheral for communication over the MIL-
STD-1553B bus and protocol. Communicating over this bus would be vital
for a flight opportunity that had emerged for the instrument around the
time of the MCU selection, and the presence of this peripheral was there-
fore deemed an important factor.
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The MCU selection was a result of a number of trade-offs, and the reader
should beware that it can not be considered universally applicable. Choos-
ing an MCU needs to be done on an instrument to instrument basis. The
author especially recommends those who are designing low-budget space
instrumentation to pay extra close attention to the VA10820, as it is incredi-
bly cheap compared to its Rad Hard competition. It is more expensive than
most COTS components, but should prove a significant reliability upgrade
considering its Rad Hard design, EDAC features, and flight heritage. Vor-
ago has also recently released a higher performance model, VA41630, that
would have been interesting for NORM had it been available at an earlier
time.

The concept of using the Timer/Counter-peripheral to offload the CPU by
creating a semi-concurrent runtime environment should be applicable for
other instruments than just NORM. In this thesis it was demonstrated that
these TC-modules are capable of producing fairly unconventional wave-
forms compared to their normal use-cases (which is typically generation
of repeating patterns, like PWM). This was implemented by allowing sev-
eral different asynchronous domains cooperate, utilizing an ASIC that pro-
duced external triggers, the TC-peripheral, IRQs, and normal sequential
processing. While this can not be said to be an all-around solution for solv-
ing real-time problems on MCUs, it can definitively be a powerful tool that
embedded developers should be aware of.
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Appendix A

Full Timer/Counter Configuration for
Vorago VA10820 (REB1)

A.1 Code example for SS HOLD response jitter in
VA10820

Listing A.1: Full code example for Vorago VA10820. The code uses
hardware abstraction layers defined by Vorago’s REB1 board support
package (BSP).

1 #include <stdio.h>

2 #include "va108xx.h"

3 #include "reb_log.h"

4 #include "reb_board.h"

5 #include "reb_adt75.h"

6 #include "driver_common.h"

7 #include "reb_max11619.h"

8 #include "gpio_va108xx.h"

9 #include "irq_va108xx.h"

10

11 volatile static bool TRIGGER_RECEIVED = false;

12

13 void VOR_TIM1_IRQHandler (){

14 // Disable IRQ and set flag to indicate that a trigger has been

received

15 VOR_Disable_Irq(VOR_IRQ_TIM , 1);

16 TRIGGER_RECEIVED = true;

17 }

18

19 void acquire_analog_sample (){

20 /* *******************************************************

21 * Code for analog read to be inserted *

22 * instead of this block. *

23 ******************************************************* */

24

25 //Reset and arm the Timer peripheral:

26 TRIGGER_RECEIVED = false;

27 VOR_TIM ->BANK [1]. ENABLE = 1; //Set SS_HOLD low

28 VOR_Enable_Irq(VOR_IRQ_TIM ,1);

29 }

30

31 void setup(){

32 /* Enable clock for peripherals */

33 VOR_SYSCONFIG ->PERIPHERAL_CLK_ENABLE = ( CLK_ENABLE_PORTA |

CLK_ENABLE_IRQSEL | CLK_ENABLE_IOCONFIG | CLK_ENABLE_GPIO |

CLK_ENABLE_SYSTEM);

34 VOR_SYSCONFIG ->TIM_CLK_ENABLE |= 0x2;

35

36 /* Configure PA[0] as input trigger for the timer TIM1. */

37 VOR_GPIO ->BANK [0]. DIR &= ~1; //Set PA[0] as input

38 VOR_GPIO ->BANK [0]. IRQ_SEN &= ~1; //Edge trigger (not level)

39 VOR_GPIO ->BANK [0]. IRQ_EDGE &= ~1; // Single edge (not double)

40 VOR_GPIO ->BANK [0]. IRQ_EVT |= 1; // Rising edge (not falling)

41 VOR_GPIO ->BANK [0]. IRQ_ENB |= 1; // Interrupt enable

42

43 /* Configure PA[1] as the output response for timer TIM1. */

44 VOR_IOCONFIG ->PORTA [1] |= FUNSEL1 << IOCONFIG_PORTA_FUNSEL_Pos;

45

46 /* Configure timer counter */
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47 VOR_Disable_Irq(VOR_IRQ_TIM ,1); // Disable IRQ for safety

48 VOR_TIM ->BANK [1]. RST_VALUE = 47; //47 delay cycles

49 VOR_TIM ->BANK [1]. CASCADE0 = 0; //PA[0] is used as cascade signal

50 VOR_TIM ->BANK [1]. CSD_CTRL =

51 (TIM1_CSD_CTRL_CSDEN0_Msk | // Cascade signal determines when to

count

52 TIM1_CSD_CTRL_CSDTRG0_Msk); // Cascade signal triggers count

sequence

53 VOR_TIM ->BANK [1]. CTRL = 0x0; //Clear Timer control register

54 VOR_TIM ->BANK [1]. CTRL =

55 (TIM1_CTRL_ENABLE_Msk | // Enable TIM1

56 TIM1_CTRL_AUTO_DISABLE_Msk | // Disable TIM1 after event

.

57 TIM1_CTRL_IRQ_ENB_Msk | //Allow IRQ for

TIM1.

58 5 << TIM1_CTRL_STATUS_SEL_Pos | //PA[1] reflects the ENABLE

bit for TIM1.

59 TIM1_CTRL_STATUS_INV_Msk); // Output specified

above inverted.

60 VOR_Enable_Irq(VOR_IRQ_TIM ,1); // Enable IRQ for TIM1

61 }

62

63 int main()

64 {

65 setup();

66

67 //Start main loop:

68 while (1) {

69 if(TRIGGER_RECEIVED){

70 acquire_analog_sample ();

71 }

72 }

73 }

A.2 Changes in setup to test startup latency of TC
module in VA10820

Listing A.2: Changes made to the setup() function in Listing A.1 in order
to test the immediate response time of the timer circuitry in VA10820. With
these changes, the output response will go high as soon as possible, and
then go low after 47 clock cycles.

1 VOR_TIM ->BANK [1]. CTRL =

2 (TIM1_CTRL_ENABLE_Msk | // Enable TIM1

3 TIM1_CTRL_AUTO_DISABLE_Msk | // Disable TIM1 after event.

4 TIM1_CTRL_IRQ_ENB_Msk | //Allow IRQ for TIM1.

5 1 << TIM1_CTRL_STATUS_SEL_Pos);//PA[1] reflects the ACTIVE bit

for TIM1 (changed from reflecting the ENABLE bit) .

6 // The "TIM1_CTRL_STATUS_INV" bit is no longer set in the control

register
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Appendix B

Full Timer/Counter Configuration for
SAMx71 (SAMV71-XPLAINED-ULTRA)

B.1 Code example for SS HOLD response jitter in
SAMV71

Listing B.1: Full code example for SAMV71. The code uses hardware
abstraction layers defined by .

1 #include "atmel_start_pins.h"

2 #include <hal_init.h>

3 #include <hal_gpio.h>

4 #include <hpl_pmc.h>

5 #include <peripheral_clk_config.h>

6 #include <utils.h>

7 #include <math.h>

8

9 #define GPIO_PIN_FUNCTION_B 1

10

11 #define SS_HOLD GPIO(GPIO_PORTE , 3)

12 #define THGVO_BUF GPIO(GPIO_PORTE , 4)

13

14 void system_init(void);

15 void SS_HOLD_force_low(void);

16 void SS_HOLD_force_low_asm(void);

17 void acquire_analog_sample(void);

18 static int TIMER_init(int);

19

20 volatile int DELAY_CYCLES = 47;

21 volatile bool TRIGGER_RECEIVED = false;

22

23 void TC10_Handler(void)

24 {

25 /* *******************************************************

26 * Timer/Counter interrupt handler *

27 ******************************************************* */

28

29 NVIC_DisableIRQ(TC10_IRQn);

30 //Read status register to clear interrupt bit

31 hri_tc_sr_reg_t status = hri_tc_read_SR_reg(TC3 ,1);

32

33 //Check if the RC Compare has been triggered

34 if(status & TC_SR_CPCS){

35 TRIGGER_RECEIVED = true;

36 }else{

37 NVIC_EnableIRQ(TC10_IRQn);

38 }

39 }

40

41 void SS_HOLD_force_low (){

42 /* *******************************************************

43 * There’s no straight forward way to force the *

44 * output pin from this TC module to go low. *

45 * In order to do it , the TC is configured to have *

46 * different behavior depending on whether the trigger *

47 * comes from software or an external signal. *

48 * A software -trigger sets the timer output LOW , while *

49 * an external trigger sets the timer output HIGH. *

50 * Since a software -trigger would also initiate a *
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51 * counting sequence , the counter needs to be disabled *

52 * to avoid reacting to it , and subsequently enabled *

53 * when the desired output is achieved. *

54 ******************************************************* */

55

56 //Send software trigger , but disable counting:

57 hri_tc_write_CCR_reg(TC3 , 1, TC_CCR_SWTRG | TC_CCR_CLKDIS);

58 // Enable TC module again

59 hri_tc_write_CCR_reg(TC3 , 1, TC_CCR_CLKEN);

60 }

61

62 void SS_HOLD_force_low_asm (){

63 /* *******************************************************

64 * Optimized version of the SS_HOLD_FORCE_LOW () function .*

65 ******************************************************* */

66

67 TC_CRITICAL_SECTION_ENTER ();

68 __asm( // Store TC_CCR address (0 x40054040) in r2

69 "mov r2, #0x4040\n\t"// Store 16 LSB of address

70 "movt r2, #0 x4005\n\t"//Store 16 MSB of address

71 //Send software trigger , but disable counting:

72 "movs r1, #6\n\t" //Set TC_CCR_SWTRG (0x4) and

TC_CCR_CLKDIS (0x2) to r1

73 "str r1, [r2]\n\t" // Store r1 value in TC_CCR reg

74 // Enable TC module again

75 "movs r1, #1\n\t" // Set TC_CCR_CLKEN (0x1) to r1

76 "str r1, [r2]" // Store r1 value in TC_CCR reg

77 :/* no output */

78 :/* no input */

79 : "r1", "r2"); // Notify compiler that r1 and r2 has

been altered

80 TC_CRITICAL_SECTION_LEAVE ();

81 }

82

83 void acquire_analog_sample (){

84 /* *******************************************************

85 * Code for analog read to be inserted *

86 * instead of this block. *

87 ******************************************************* */

88

89 TRIGGER_RECEIVED = false;

90 SS_HOLD_force_low_asm ();

91 NVIC_EnableIRQ(TC10_IRQn);

92 }

93

94 static int TIMER_init(int timer_index)

95 {

96 //Check input validity:

97 if (timer_index < 0 || timer_index > 11) {

98 // invalid index

99 return -1;

100 }

101 // Extract Timer/Counter sub -unit number from the user defined

parameter:

102 int TC_index = floor(timer_index /3);

103 int submodule_index = timer_index %3;

104 // Extract Timer/Counter address from the user defined parameter:

105 Tc* adr = TC0;

106 if (TC_index == 1) {

107 adr = TC1;

108 }else if (TC_index == 2){

109 adr = TC2;

110 }else if (TC_index == 3){

111 adr = TC3;

112 }

113 // Extract clock number from the user defined parameter:

114 int clock = 0;

115 if (TC_index == 0){
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116 clock = ID_TC0_CHANNEL0 + submodule_index;

117 }else if (TC_index == 1){

118 clock = ID_TC1_CHANNEL0 + submodule_index;

119 }else if (TC_index == 2){

120 clock = ID_TC2_CHANNEL0 + submodule_index;

121 }else if (TC_index == 3){

122 clock = ID_TC3_CHANNEL0 + submodule_index;

123 }

124 // Extract irq number from the user defined parameter:

125 int irq_n = 0;

126 if(timer_index >= 0 && timer_index <= 5){

127 irq_n = TC0_IRQn + timer_index;

128 }else if (timer_index >= 6 && timer_index <= 11) {

129 irq_n = TC6_IRQn + timer_index -6;

130 }

131

132 _pmc_enable_periph_clock(clock);

133

134 hri_tc_write_WPMR_WPKEY_bf(adr ,"TIM"); //

Clear write protection register

135 hri_tc_clear_WPMR_WPEN_bit(adr); //

Clear write protection register

136

137 hri_tc_set_CMR_WAVE_bit(adr ,submodule_index); // 1 =

CMR register is in Waveform mode (as opposed to capture mode)

138 hri_tc_set_CMR_TCCLKS_bf(adr ,submodule_index ,1); // 1 =

TIMER_CLOCK , 2 = Clock selected: internal MCK/8 clock signal (

from PMC). Probably unnecessary to set , as it is overwritten by

EMR_NODIVCLK below

139 hri_tc_set_CMR_WAVEFORM_ACPC_bf(adr ,submodule_index ,1); // RC

Compare Effect on TIOAx , 1 = SET

140 hri_tc_set_CMR_WAVEFORM_WAVSEL_bf(adr ,submodule_index ,2); // 2 =

UP_RC = UP mode with automatic trigger on RC Compare. 0 = UP mode

without automatic trigger on RC Compare

141 hri_tc_set_CMR_WAVEFORM_ENETRG_bit(adr ,submodule_index); // 1 =

The external event resets the counter and starts the counter

clock

142 hri_tc_set_CMR_WAVEFORM_EEVT_bf(adr ,submodule_index ,0); // 0 =

TIOB Input , shouldn ’t be necessary to set because default is zero

143 hri_tc_set_CMR_WAVEFORM_EEVTEDG_bf(adr ,submodule_index ,1); // 1 =

Rising edge

144 hri_tc_set_CMR_WAVEFORM_CPCSTOP_bit(adr ,submodule_index); // 1 =

Counter clock is stopped when counter reaches RC.

145 hri_tc_set_CMR_WAVEFORM_ASWTRG_bf(adr ,submodule_index ,2); //

TEST! 2 = Clear

146 hri_tc_set_CMR_WAVEFORM_AEEVT_bf(adr ,submodule_index ,2); // BIT

SET FOR DEBUG ONLY: 2 = CLEAR , External Event Effect on TIOAx

147

148 hri_tc_write_RC_reg(adr ,submodule_index ,DELAY_CYCLES); // RC

contains the Register C value in real time

149

150 hri_tc_set_EMR_NODIVCLK_bit(adr ,submodule_index); // 1 =

The selected clock is peripheral clock and TCCLKS field (TC_CMRx)

has no effect.

151

152 hri_tc_set_IMR_CPCS_bit(adr ,submodule_index); //

Interrupt for CPCS (RC Compare)

153 hri_tc_set_IMR_ETRGS_bit(adr ,submodule_index); //

Interrupt for ETRGS (External Trigger)

154

155 NVIC_DisableIRQ(irq_n); //Each

TC has 3 channels that are individually connected to interrupt ,

so TC3 channel index 2 has interrupt number called TC11_IRQn

156 NVIC_ClearPendingIRQ(irq_n);

157 NVIC_EnableIRQ(irq_n);

158

159 hri_tc_write_CCR_reg(adr , submodule_index , TC_CCR_CLKEN);

160 SS_HOLD_force_low_asm ();
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161 return 1;

162

163 }

164

165 void system_init(void)

166 {

167 init_mcu ();

168

169 _pmc_enable_periph_clock(ID_PIOE);

170

171 SCB_EnableDCache ();

172 SCB_EnableICache ();

173

174 /* Disable Watchdog */

175 hri_wdt_set_MR_WDDIS_bit(WDT);

176

177 gpio_set_pin_level(SS_HOLD ,false); //TIOA10 , Output , PE03 (pin 7

at jumper 502)

178 gpio_set_pin_direction(SS_HOLD , GPIO_DIRECTION_OUT);

179 gpio_set_pin_function(SS_HOLD , GPIO_PIN_FUNCTION_B);

180 gpio_set_pin_pull_mode(SS_HOLD ,GPIO_PULL_OFF);

181

182 gpio_set_pin_level(THGVO_BUF ,false); //TIOB10 , Input , PE04 (pin 8

at jumper 502)

183 gpio_set_pin_direction(THGVO_BUF , GPIO_DIRECTION_IN);

184 gpio_set_pin_function(THGVO_BUF , GPIO_PIN_FUNCTION_B);

185 gpio_set_pin_pull_mode(THGVO_BUF ,GPIO_PULL_DOWN);

186

187 TIMER_init (10);

188 }

189

190 int main(void)

191 {

192 /* Initializes MCU , drivers and middleware */

193 system_init ();

194 SS_HOLD_force_low_asm ();

195 //Start main loop:

196 while (1) {

197 if(TRIGGER_RECEIVED){

198 acquire_analog_sample ();

199 }

200 }

201 }

B.2 Changes in setup to test startup latency of TC
module in SAMV71

Listing B.2: Changes made to the TIMER init() function from Listing B.1 in
order to test the immediate response time of the timer circuitry in SAMV71.
With these changes, the output response will go high as soon as possible,
and then go low after 47 clock cycles.

1 // RC Compare Effect on TIOAx. Changed from 1 = SET to 2 = CLEAR

2 hri_tc_set_CMR_WAVEFORM_ACPC_bf(adr ,submodule_index ,2);

3 // External Event Effect on TIOAx. Changed from 2 = CLEAR to 1 =

SET

4 hri_tc_set_CMR_WAVEFORM_AEEVT_bf(adr ,submodule_index ,1);
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Appendix C

Time-deterministic/Optimized NOP-
loop

Listing C.1: C-code for forcing gcc to compile the assembly output from
Listing 5.4 regardless of optimization flags. This can be done if better time-
determinism is necessary.

1 void nop_loop_asm(int n){

2 register int *p1 asm ("r0") = n;//Force compiler to use r0 for

storing n

3 __asm goto(

4 "cmp r0 , #0\n\t" // Compare n to "0"

5 "beq %l[FIN]\n\t" //Abort if n=0

6 : /* no output */

7 : [num_repeats] "r" (p1)// Notify compiler that we will use

variable "n"

8 : /* no clobbers */

9 :FIN // notify compiler that code may jump to FIN at some point

10 );

11 BEGINLOOP:

12 __asm goto(

13 "nop\n\t" //Force optimizer to keep the loop

14 "subs r0, r0, #1\n\t"// Subtract 1 from r0 and set flags

15 "bne %l[BEGINLOOP ]\n\t"// Repeat loop if r0 >0

16 : /* no output */

17 : [num_repeats] "r" (p1)// Notify compiler that we will use

variable "n"

18 : /* no clobbers */

19 : BEGINLOOP // notify compiler that code may jump to BEGINLOOP

at some point

20 );

21 FIN:

22 return;

23 }
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Appendix D

Distribution-illustrations for Test 1
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Figure D.1: Distribution of startup-latencies, tstartup, for Vorago VA10820.
Data acquired during Test 1.
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Figure D.2: Distribution of startup-latencies, tstartup, for Microchip
SAMV71Q21. Data acquired during Test 1.
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Appendix E

Microchip TC-module Full Block Dia-
gram

Figure E.1: Block diagram showing logic operation of the SAMx71-series
TC-module. The diagram is from Section 50 of the SAMV71-family
datasheet[34].
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Appendix F

Data acquisition and control for Test 1

Listing F.1: Python-code for setting up the RTB2004-oscilloscope to
generate and acquire waveforms for Test 1.

1 from RsInstrument.RsInstrument import RsInstrument , BinFloatFormat

2 from time import time

3 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

4 import numpy as np

5

6 resource_string = ’USB::0 x0AAD ::0 x01D6 ::111415:: INSTR’ # USB -TMC (

Test and Measurement Class)

7

8 rtb = None

9 try:

10 rtb = RsInstrument(resource_string , True , False)

11 rtb.visa_timeout = 50000 # Timeout for VISA Read Operations

12 rtb.opc_timeout = 15000 # Timeout for opc -synchronised operations

13 rtb.instrument_status_checking = True # Error check after each

command

14 except Exception as ex:

15 print(’Error initializing the instrument session :\n’ + ex.args [0])

16 exit()

17

18 print(f’RTB2000 IDN: {rtb.idn_string}’)

19 print(f’RTB2000 Options: {",". join(rtb.instrument_options)}’)

20

21 def perform_setup ():

22 rtb.clear_status ()

23 rtb.reset()

24

25 # -----------------------------------------------------------

26 # Basic Settings:

27 # -----------------------------------------------------------

28 rtb.write_str("TIM:REF 8.33") # Horizontal reference point

LEFT

29 rtb.write_str("TIM:POS 0") # Horizontal position 0

30 rtb.write_str("TIM:SCAL 99e-9") # Horizontal scale 99ns/div

31

32

33 rtb.write_str("CHAN1:SCAL 1") # Vertical scale 1V/div

34 rtb.write_str("CHAN1:OFFS 0") # Offset 0

35 rtb.write_str("CHAN1:COUP DCL") # Coupling AC 1MOhm

36 rtb.write_str("CHAN1:BAND FULL") # Full bandwidth

37 rtb.write_str("CHAN1:POL NORM") # Normal Polarity

38 rtb.write_str("CHAN1:SKEW 0") # Skew 0

39 rtb.write_str("CHAN1:ZOFF -0.82") # Zero offset -820mV

40 rtb.write_str("CHAN1:LAB ’THGVO’") # Set label

41 rtb.write_str("CHAN1:LAB:STAT ON") # Display label

42 rtb.write_str("CHAN1:STAT ON") # Switch Channel 1 ON

43

44

45 rtb.write_str("CHAN2:SCAL 1") # Vertical scale 1V/div

46 rtb.write_str("CHAN2:OFFS 0.0") # Offset 0

47 rtb.write_str("CHAN2:COUP DCL") # Coupling AC 1MOhm

48 rtb.write_str("CHAN2:BAND FULL") # Full bandwidth

49 rtb.write_str("CHAN2:POL NORM") # Normal Polarity

50 rtb.write_str("CHAN2:SKEW 0") # Skew 0

51 rtb.write_str("CHAN2:ZOFF 0") # Zero offset 0

52 rtb.write_str("CHAN2:LAB ’SS_HOLD ’")# Set label

53 rtb.write_str("CHAN2:LAB:STAT ON") # Display label

54 rtb.write_str("CHAN2:STAT ON") # Switch Channel 2 ON

55
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56 # -----------------------------------------------------------

57 # Generator Settings:

58 # -----------------------------------------------------------

59 rtb.write_str("TRIG:OUT:MODE GEN") # AUX OUT in Generator mode

60 rtb.write_str("WGEN:FUNC PULS") # Pulse waveform

61 rtb.write_str("WGEN:VOLT 3.3") # 3.3Vpp

62 rtb.write_str("WGEN:VOLT:OFFS 0") # Voltage offset 0V

63 rtb.write_str("WGEN:FREQ 150000") # Frequency 150 kHz

64 rtb.write_str("WGEN:FUNC:PULS:DCYC 1") # Duty cycle 1%

65 rtb.write_str("WGEN:OUTP:LOAD HIGH")# Connected to high impedance

input

66 rtb.write_str("WGEN:OUTP:DEST BNC") #

67 rtb.write_str("WGEN:OUTP:ENAB ON") # Enable output on AUX OUT

connector

68

69

70 # -----------------------------------------------------------

71 # Trigger Settings:

72 # -----------------------------------------------------------

73 rtb.write_str("TRIG:A:MODE NORM") # Trigger Normal -mode , only

triggers when signal occurs

74 rtb.write_str("TRIG:A:TYPE EDGE;:TRIG:A:EDGE:SLOP POS") # Trigger

type Edge Positive

75 rtb.write_str("TRIG:A:SOUR CH1") # Trigger source CH1

76 rtb.write_str("TRIG:A:LEV1 1.5") # Trigger level 1.5V

77

78 # -----------------------------------------------------------

79 # Measurement Settings:

80 # -----------------------------------------------------------

81 rtb.write_str("MEAS1:ENAB ON") # Enable measurement 1

82 rtb.write_str("MEAS1:MAIN DEL") # Measurement type: Delay

83 rtb.write_str("MEAS1:SOUR CH1 ,CH2") # Sources CH1 and CH2

84 rtb.write_str("MEAS1:DEL:SLOP POS ,POS") # Trigger on Rising edge

of both sources

85 rtb.write_str("MEAS1:STAT:ENAB ON") # Enable statistics

86

87 rtb.write_str("MEAS2:ENAB ON") # Enable measurement 2

88 rtb.write_str("MEAS2:MAIN PPW") # Measurement type:

Positive Pulse Width

89 rtb.write_str("MEAS2:SOUR CH2") # Source CH2

90 rtb.write_str("MEAS2:STAT:ENAB ON") # Enable statistics

91

92 rtb.write_str("MEAS1:STAT:RES") # Reset statistics

93 rtb.write_str("MEAS2:STAT:RES") # Reset statistics

94 rtb.query_opc () # Using *OPC? query waits until all the

instrument settings are finished

95

96 # -----------------------------------------------------------

97 # Arming the SCOPE for single acquisition

98 # -----------------------------------------------------------

99 rtb.write_str("RUN")

100

101 # -----------------------------------------------------------

102 rtb.query_opc () # Using *OPC? query waits until the instrument

finished the Acquisition

103

104 # -----------------------------------------------------------

105 # Fetching the waveform in ASCII and BINary format

106 # -----------------------------------------------------------

107 def repeat_trigger_n_times(runs =10):

108 rtb.write_str("SING")

109 samples1 = rtb.query_bin_or_ascii_float_list(’FORM ASC;:CHAN1:DATA

:POIN?’)

110 samples2 = rtb.query_bin_or_ascii_float_list(’FORM ASC;:CHAN2:DATA

:POIN?’)

111 ch1 = np.zeros ((runs ,int(samples1 [0])))

112 ch2 = np.zeros ((runs ,int(samples2 [0])))

113 delays = np.zeros(runs)
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114 widths = np.zeros(runs)

115 for i in range(runs):

116 rtb.write_str("SING")

117 t = time()

118 trace = rtb.query_bin_or_ascii_float_list(’FORM ASC;:CHAN1:

DATA?’) # Query ascii array of floats

119 ch1[i] = np.array(trace)

120 plt.plot(ch1[i])

121 trace = rtb.query_bin_or_ascii_float_list(’FORM ASC;:CHAN2:

DATA?’) # Query ascii array of floats

122 ch2[i] = np.array(trace)

123 plt.plot(ch2[i])

124 measure1 = rtb.query_bin_or_ascii_float_list(’FORM ASC;:MEAS1:

RES:ACT? DEL’)

125 delays[i] = measure1 [0]

126 measure2 = rtb.query_bin_or_ascii_float_list(’FORM ASC;:MEAS2:

RES:ACT? PPW’)

127 widths[i] = measure2 [0]

128 print(f’{i}: Instrument returned 2x{len(trace)} points in the

ascii trace , query duration {time() - t:.3f} secs’)

129 rtb.write_str("RUN")

130 np.save("{} _channel1_waveforms".format(runs),ch1)

131 np.save("{} _channel2_waveforms".format(runs),ch2)

132 np.save(f"{runs}_delays",delays)

133 np.save(f"{runs}_widths",widths)

134 def save_statistics ():

135 rtb.clear_status ()

136 rtb.write_str("EXP:MEAS1:STAT:NAME ’test’")

137 rtb.write_str("EXP:MEAS1:STAT:SAVE")

138 rtb.read_file_from_instrument_to_pc(’test’, ’Delay -Statistics.csv’

)

139 rtb.write_str("EXP:MEAS2:STAT:NAME ’test2’")

140 rtb.write_str("EXP:MEAS2:STAT:SAVE")

141 rtb.read_file_from_instrument_to_pc(’test2’, ’Width -Statistics.csv

’)

142

143 # -----------------------------------------------------------

144 # Making an instrument screenshot and transferring the file to the PC

145 # -----------------------------------------------------------

146 perform_setup ()

147 repeat_trigger_n_times (1000)

148 for i in range (1000000):

149 print("Waiting for in -oscilloscope statistics")

150 rtb.write_str("SING")

151 rtb.write_str("MMEM:CDIR ’/INT/’") # Change the directory

152 save_statistics ()

153

154 rtb.InstrumentStatusChecking = False # Ignore errors generated by the

MMEM:DEL command , the error is generated if the file does not

exist

155 rtb.write_str("MMEM:DEL ’Dev_Screenshot.png’") # Delete the file if

it already exists , otherwise you get ’Execution error’ by creating

a new screenshot

156 rtb.query_opc ()

157 rtb.clear_status ()

158 rtb.InstrumentStatusChecking = True # Error checking back ON

159 rtb.write_str("HCOP:LANG PNG;:MMEM:NAME ’Dev_Screenshot ’") # Hardcopy

settings for taking a screenshot - notice no file extension here

160 rtb.write_str("HCOP:IMM") # Make the screenshot now

161 rtb.query_opc () # Wait for the screenshot to be saved

162 rtb.read_file_from_instrument_to_pc(r’Dev_Screenshot.png’, r’./

PC_Screenshot.png’) # Query the instrument file to the PC

163 print(r"Screenshot file saved to PC ’./ PC_Screenshot.png’")

164

165 # Close the session

166 rtb.close()

105
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Appendix G

Data acquisition and control for Test 2

Listing G.1: Python-code for setting up the RTB2004-oscilloscope to
generate and acquire waveforms for Test 2.

1 from RsInstrument.RsInstrument import RsInstrument , BinFloatFormat

2 from time import time

3 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

4 import numpy as np

5

6 resource_string = ’USB::0 x0AAD ::0 x01D6 ::111415:: INSTR’ # USB -TMC (

Test and Measurement Class)

7

8 rtb = None

9 try:

10 rtb = RsInstrument(resource_string , True , False)

11 rtb.visa_timeout = 50000 # Timeout for VISA Read Operations

12 rtb.opc_timeout = 50000 # Timeout for opc -synchronised operations

13 rtb.instrument_status_checking = True # Error check after each

command

14 except Exception as ex:

15 print(’Error initializing the instrument session :\n’ + ex.args [0])

16 exit()

17

18 print(f’RTB2000 IDN: {rtb.idn_string}’)

19 print(f’RTB2000 Options: {",". join(rtb.instrument_options)}’)

20

21 def perform_setup ():

22 rtb.clear_status ()

23 rtb.reset()

24

25 # -----------------------------------------------------------

26 # Basic Settings:

27 # ---------------------------- -------------------------------

28 rtb.write_str("TIM:REF 8.33") # Horizontal reference point

LEFT

29 rtb.write_str("TIM:POS 0") # Horizontal position 0

30 rtb.write_str("TIM:SCAL 400e-9") # Horizontal scale 200ns/div

31

32

33 rtb.write_str("CHAN1:SCAL 1") # Vertical scale 1V/div

34 rtb.write_str("CHAN1:OFFS 0") # Offset 0

35 rtb.write_str("CHAN1:COUP DCL") # Coupling AC 1MOhm

36 rtb.write_str("CHAN1:BAND FULL") # Full bandwidth

37 rtb.write_str("CHAN1:POL NORM") # Normal Polarity

38 rtb.write_str("CHAN1:SKEW 0") # Skew 0

39 rtb.write_str("CHAN1:ZOFF -0.82") # Zero offset -820mV

40 rtb.write_str("CHAN1:LAB ’THGVO’") # Set label

41 rtb.write_str("CHAN1:LAB:STAT ON") # Display label

42 rtb.write_str("CHAN1:STAT ON") # Switch Channel 1 ON

43

44

45 rtb.write_str("CHAN2:SCAL 1") # Vertical scale 1V/div

46 rtb.write_str("CHAN2:OFFS 0.0") # Offset 0

47 rtb.write_str("CHAN2:COUP DCL") # Coupling AC 1MOhm

48 rtb.write_str("CHAN2:BAND FULL") # Full bandwidth

49 rtb.write_str("CHAN2:POL NORM") # Normal Polarity

50 rtb.write_str("CHAN2:SKEW 0") # Skew 0

51 rtb.write_str("CHAN2:ZOFF 0") # Zero offset 0

52 rtb.write_str("CHAN2:LAB ’SS_HOLD ’")# Set label

53 rtb.write_str("CHAN2:LAB:STAT ON") # Display label

54 rtb.write_str("CHAN2:STAT ON") # Switch Channel 2 ON

55
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56 # -----------------------------------------------------------

57 # Generator Settings:

58 # -----------------------------------------------------------

59 rtb.write_str("TRIG:OUT:MODE GEN") # AUX OUT in Generator mode

60 rtb.write_str("WGEN:FUNC PULS") # Pulse waveform

61 rtb.write_str("WGEN:VOLT 3.3") # 3.3Vpp

62 rtb.write_str("WGEN:VOLT:OFFS 0") # Voltage offset 0V

63 rtb.write_str("WGEN:FREQ 150000") # Frequency 150 kHz

64 rtb.write_str("WGEN:FUNC:PULS:DCYC 1") # Duty cycle 1%

65 rtb.write_str("WGEN:OUTP:LOAD HIGH")# Connected to high impedance

input

66 rtb.write_str("WGEN:OUTP:DEST BNC") #

67 rtb.write_str("WGEN:OUTP:ENAB ON") # Enable output on AUX OUT

connector

68

69

70 # -----------------------------------------------------------

71 # Trigger Settings:

72 # -----------------------------------------------------------

73 rtb.write_str("TRIG:A:MODE NORM") # Trigger Normal -mode , only

triggers when signal occurs

74 rtb.write_str("TRIG:A:TYPE EDGE;:TRIG:A:EDGE:SLOP POS") # Trigger

type Edge Positive

75 rtb.write_str("TRIG:A:SOUR CH1") # Trigger source CH1

76 rtb.write_str("TRIG:A:LEV1 1.5") # Trigger level 1.5V

77

78 # -----------------------------------------------------------

79 # Measurement Settings:

80 # -----------------------------------------------------------

81 rtb.write_str("MEAS1:ENAB ON") # Enable measurement 1

82 rtb.write_str("MEAS1:MAIN DEL") # Measurement type: Delay

83 rtb.write_str("MEAS1:SOUR CH1 ,CH2") # Sources CH1 and CH2

84 rtb.write_str("MEAS1:DEL:SLOP POS ,POS") # Trigger on Rising edge

of both sources

85 rtb.write_str("MEAS1:STAT:ENAB ON") # Enable statistics

86 rtb.write_str("MEAS1:STAT:RES") # Reset statistics

87 rtb.query_opc () # Using *OPC? query waits until all the

instrument settings are finished

88

89 # -----------------------------------------------------------

90 # Arming the SCOPE for single acquisition

91 # -----------------------------------------------------------

92 rtb.write_str("RUN")

93 # -----------------------------------------------------------

94 rtb.query_opc () # Using *OPC? query waits until the instrument

finished the Acquisition

95 # -----------------------------------------------------------

96 # -----------------------------------------------------------

97 # Fetching the waveform in ASCII and BINary format

98 # -----------------------------------------------------------

99 def repeat_trigger_n_times(runs =10):

100 rtb.write_str("SING")

101 rtb.clear_status ()

102 samples1 = rtb.query_bin_or_ascii_float_list(’FORM ASC;:CHAN1:DATA

:POIN?’)

103 samples2 = rtb.query_bin_or_ascii_float_list(’FORM ASC;:CHAN2:DATA

:POIN?’)

104 ch1 = np.zeros ((runs ,int(samples1 [0])))

105 ch2 = np.zeros ((runs ,int(samples2 [0])))

106 delays = np.zeros(runs)

107 for i in range(runs):

108 rtb.write_str("SING")

109 t = time()

110 rtb.query_opc ()

111

112 retry = True

113 while retry:

114 try:
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115 retry = False

116 trace = rtb.query_bin_or_ascii_float_list(’FORM ASC;:

CHAN1:DATA?’) # Query ascii array of floats

117 except Exception as e:

118 rtb.clear_status ()

119 retry = True

120 print(f"Exception occured. Retrying. Original: {e}")

121 ch1[i] = np.array(trace)

122 plt.plot(ch1[i])

123 rtb.query_opc ()

124

125 retry = True

126 while retry:

127 try:

128 retry = False

129 trace = rtb.query_bin_or_ascii_float_list(’FORM ASC;:

CHAN2:DATA?’) # Query ascii array of floats

130 except Exception as e:

131 rtb.clear_status ()

132 retry = True

133 print(f"Exception occured. Retrying. Original: {e}")

134 ch2[i] = np.array(trace)

135 plt.plot(ch2[i])

136 rtb.query_opc ()

137

138 retry = True

139 while retry:

140 try:

141 retry = False

142 measure = rtb.query_bin_or_ascii_float_list(’FORM ASC

;:MEAS1:RES:ACT? DEL’)

143 except Exception as e:

144 rtb.clear_status ()

145 retry = True

146 print(f"Exception occured. Retrying. Original: {e}")

147 delays[i] = measure [0]

148 print(f’{i}: Instrument returned 2x{len(trace)} points in the

ascii trace , query duration {time() - t:.3f} secs’)

149 rtb.write_str("RUN")

150 np.save("{} _channel1_waveforms".format(runs),ch1)

151 np.save("{} _channel2_waveforms".format(runs),ch2)

152 np.save(f"{runs}_delays",delays)

153 def save_statistics ():

154 rtb.clear_status ()

155 rtb.write_str("EXP:MEAS1:STAT:NAME ’test’")

156 rtb.write_str("EXP:MEAS1:STAT:SAVE")

157 rtb.read_file_from_instrument_to_pc(’test’, ’Statistics.csv’)

158

159 # -----------------------------------------------------------

160 # Making an instrument screenshot and transferring the file to the PC

161 # -----------------------------------------------------------

162 perform_setup ()

163 repeat_trigger_n_times (1000)

164 for i in range (1000000):

165 print("Waiting for in -oscilloscope statistics")

166 rtb.write_str("SING")

167 rtb.write_str("MMEM:CDIR ’/INT/’") # Change the directory

168 retry = True

169 while retry:

170 try:

171 retry = False

172 save_statistics ()

173 except Exception as e:

174 rtb.clear_status ()

175 retry = True

176 print(f"Exception occured. Retrying. Original: {e}")

177

178 rtb.clear_status ()
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179 rtb.InstrumentStatusChecking = False # Ignore errors generated by the

MMEM:DEL command , the error is generated if the file does not

exist

180 rtb.write_str("MMEM:DEL ’Dev_Screenshot.png’") # Delete the file if

it already exists , otherwise you get ’Execution error’ by creating

a new screenshot

181 rtb.query_opc ()

182 rtb.clear_status ()

183 rtb.InstrumentStatusChecking = True # Error checking back ON

184 rtb.write_str("HCOP:LANG PNG;:MMEM:NAME ’Dev_Screenshot ’") # Hardcopy

settings for taking a screenshot - notice no file extension here

185 rtb.write_str("HCOP:IMM") # Make the screenshot now

186 rtb.query_opc () # Wait for the screenshot to be saved

187 rtb.clear_status ()

188 rtb.read_file_from_instrument_to_pc(r’Dev_Screenshot.png’, r’./

PC_Screenshot.png’) # Query the instrument file to the PC

189 print(r"Screenshot file saved to PC ’./ PC_Screenshot.png’")

190

191 # Close the session

192 rtb.close()
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Appendix H

Data Visualization for Test 1

Listing H.1: Python-code for visualizing the results from Test 1.
1 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

2 import matplotlib.colors as mcolors

3 import numpy as np

4

5 def find_nearest(array , value):

6 idx = np.argmin(np.abs(array - value))

7 return idx , array[idx]

8

9 #Oscilloscope uses sin(x)/(x) interpolation

10

11 mcu_name = "Vorago VA10820"

12

13 ch1 = np.load(f"./1000 _channel1_waveforms.npy")

14 ch2 = np.load(f"./1000 _channel2_waveforms.npy")

15 delays = np.load(f"./1000 _delays.npy")

16 widths = np.load(f"./1000 _widths.npy")

17

18

19 ch1_m = np.mean(ch1 ,axis =0)

20 ch2_m = np.mean(ch2 ,axis =0)

21 delay_m = np.mean(delays *1e9)

22 delay_std = np.std(delays *1e9)

23

24 ch1_deriv = np.gradient(ch1_m ,1);

25 ch2_deriv = np.gradient(ch2_m ,1);

26

27 ch1_end_of_rising_edge = find_nearest(ch1_deriv ,max(ch1_deriv))[0]

28 ch2_end_of_rising_edge = find_nearest(ch2_deriv ,max(ch2_deriv))[0]

29

30 start_delay = find_nearest(ch1_m[: ch1_end_of_rising_edge ],1.5)[0]

31 end_delay = find_nearest(ch2_m[: ch2_end_of_rising_edge ] ,1.5) [0]

32

33 f_acq = 1.25e9 # 1.25 GSa/s

34 period_acq = (1/( f_acq))*1e9 #Find period and convert from s to ns

35 stepsize = period_acq#(delay_m)/(end_delay -start_delay)

36 t = np.linspace(0,len(ch1 [0])*stepsize ,len(ch1 [0]))-start_delay*

stepsize

37

38 ##Histogram:

39 fig ,ax = plt.subplots ()

40 fig.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.15)

41 values , counts = np.unique(delays , return_counts=True)

42 values=values *1e9

43 max_distance_between_delays = (np.max(delays)-np.min(delays))*1e9 #

THIS IS IMPORTANT !!!

44 discrete_steps_between_values= np.diff(values) #0.8

45 if np.size(np.unique(np.round(discrete_steps_between_values ,11))) ==

1:

46 discrete_steps_between_values = np.round(

discrete_steps_between_values [0] ,3)

47 else:

48 discrete_steps_between_values = np.unique(np.round(

discrete_steps_between_values ,11))

49 ymin = 0

50 ymax = np.max(counts)+10

51 xmin = np.min(values)-1

52 xmax = np.max(values)+1

53

54 ax.vlines(values , 0, counts , color=’C0’, lw=4,label="Startup delay")
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55 ax.plot([delay_m ,delay_m ],[0,ymax],’r--’,label=f"$\overline {{t_{{
startup }}}}$={round(delay_m ,2)} ns")

56 ax.annotate(f"Delay span: {max_distance_between_delays} ns\nDiscrete

steps: {discrete_steps_between_values} ns",

57 xy=(xmax -0.35 , ymax -7), xycoords="data",

58 xytext =(xmax -0.35, ymax -2), textcoords="data",

59 va="top", ha="right",

60 bbox=dict(boxstyle="round", fc="w"),

61 arrowprops=dict(arrowstyle="->"))

62 plt.xticks(values ,np.round(values ,2),rotation =45)

63 ax.set_ylim ([ymin ,ymax])

64 ax.set_xlim ([xmin ,xmax])

65 plt.legend(loc="upper left")

66 plt.title(f"{mcu_name} distribution of delays (n={np.size(delays)})")

67 plt.xlabel("Time [ns]")

68 plt.ylabel("Occurences")

69

70 ## Waveform plot:

71 fig = plt.figure ()

72 ax = fig.add_subplot (111)

73 plt.plot(t,ch1_m ,color=mcolors.CSS4_COLORS["gold"],label="$\overline{
THGVO}$")

74 plt.plot(t,ch2_m ,color=mcolors.CSS4_COLORS["limegreen"],label="$\
overline{SS\_HOLD}$")

75

76

77 lowest_midpoint = np.size(ch2[1,:])

78 highest_midpoint = 0

79 for i in range(np.size(ch2 [: ,1])):

80 curr_wave = ch2[i]

81 ch2_deriv = np.gradient(curr_wave ,1);

82 #midpoint = find_nearest(ch2_deriv ,max(ch2_deriv))[0]

83 midpoint = find_nearest(curr_wave [:500] ,1.5) [0]

84 if midpoint < lowest_midpoint:

85 lowest_midpoint = midpoint

86 fast_response = curr_wave

87 elif midpoint > highest_midpoint:

88 highest_midpoint = midpoint

89 slow_response = curr_wave

90

91

92 #higher "conf interval ":

93 plt.plot(t,fast_response ,":",color=mcolors.CSS4_COLORS["limegreen"],

alpha =0.2, label="Fastest response")

94 #lower "conf interval ":

95 plt.plot(t,slow_response ,"--",color=mcolors.CSS4_COLORS["limegreen"],

alpha =0.2, label="Slowest response")

96 plt.legend(loc="upper left")

97 #Fill between

98 #ax.fill_between(t, slow_response , fast_response , color=mcolors.

CSS4_COLORS [" limegreen"], alpha =.05)

99

100

101 an1 = ax.annotate("", #Illustrative/Indication of the mean delay

102 xy=(t[start_delay -1], 1.5), xycoords=’data’, #start_delay

-1 instead of interpolation (because we’re observing rising edge

from the "right" side)

103 xytext =(t[end_delay], 1.5), textcoords=’data’,

104 arrowprops=dict(arrowstyle="|-|",

105 connectionstyle="arc3",

106 color=mcolors.CSS4_COLORS["red"])

107 )

108 an2 = ax.annotate(f"$\overline {{t_{{ startup }}}}$ = {delay_m :.3f} ns\n

$\sigma$ = {delay_std :.3f} ns",

109 xy=(.5, -.8), xycoords=an1 ,

110 xytext =(.5, -.8), textcoords="offset points",

111 va="center", ha="center",

112 bbox=dict(boxstyle="round", fc="w"),

112



113 arrowprops=dict(arrowstyle="->"))

114 # an3 = ax.annotate (" Distribution",

115 # xy=(74, 2.6), xycoords ="data",

116 # xytext =(50, 0), textcoords =" offset points",

117 # va=" center", ha=" center",

118 # bbox=dict(boxstyle =" round", fc="w"),

119 # arrowprops=dict(arrowstyle ="->"))

120

121 ax.set_xlim ([ -30 ,120])

122

123 plt.title(f"{mcu_name} TC-module Startup Latency")

124 plt.xlabel("Time [ns]")

125 plt.ylabel("Voltage [V]")

113
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Appendix I

Data Visualization for Test 2

Listing I.1: Python-code for visualizing the results from Test 2.
1 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

2 import matplotlib.colors as mcolors

3 import numpy as np

4 import sys

5

6 def find_nearest(array , value):

7 idx = np.argmin(np.abs(array - value))

8 return idx , array[idx]

9

10 #Oscilloscope uses sin(x)/(x) interpolation

11

12 chip = "Vorago"

13 #chip = "Microchip"

14

15 c_delay = 47

16

17 if chip == "Microchip":

18 mcu_name = "Microchip SAVM71Q21"

19 c_delay = 47

20 ch1 = np.load(f"./ Data_longer_1000ns_{chip}/ Change from CPCSTOP to

CPCDIS /150 kHz /1000 _channel1_waveforms.npy")

21 ch2 = np.load(f"./ Data_longer_1000ns_{chip}/ Change from CPCSTOP to

CPCDIS /150 kHz /1000 _channel2_waveforms.npy")

22 delays = np.load(f"./ Data_longer_1000ns_{chip}/ Change from CPCSTOP

to CPCDIS /150 kHz /1000 _delays.npy")

23 elif chip == "Vorago":

24 mcu_name = "Vorago VA10820"

25 if c_delay == 47:

26 ch1 = np.load(f"./ Data_longer_1000ns_{chip }/50 MHz /1000

_channel1_waveforms.npy")

27 ch2 = np.load(f"./ Data_longer_1000ns_{chip }/50 MHz /1000

_channel2_waveforms.npy")

28 delays = np.load(f"./ Data_longer_1000ns_{chip }/50 MHz /1000

_delays.npy")

29 elif c_delay == 48:

30 ch1 = np.load(f"./ Data_longer_1000ns_{chip }/50 MHz/48 cycles

/1000 _channel1_waveforms.npy")

31 ch2 = np.load(f"./ Data_longer_1000ns_{chip }/50 MHz/48 cycles

/1000 _channel2_waveforms.npy")

32 delays = np.load(f"./ Data_longer_1000ns_{chip }/50 MHz/48 cycles

/1000 _delays.npy")

33 else:

34 sys.exit()

35 else:

36 sys.exit()

37

38 ch1_m = np.mean(ch1 ,axis =0)

39 ch2_m = np.mean(ch2 ,axis =0)

40 delay_m = np.mean(delays *1e9)

41 delay_std = np.std(delays *1e9)

42

43 ch1_deriv = np.gradient(ch1_m ,1);

44 ch2_deriv = np.gradient(ch2_m ,1);

45

46 ch1_end_of_rising_edge = find_nearest(ch1_deriv ,max(ch1_deriv))[0]

47 ch2_end_of_rising_edge = find_nearest(ch2_deriv ,max(ch2_deriv))[0]

48

49 start_delay = find_nearest(ch1_m[: ch1_end_of_rising_edge ],1.5)[0]

50 end_delay = find_nearest(ch2_m[: ch2_end_of_rising_edge ] ,1.5) [0]
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51

52 f_acq = 1.25e9 # 1.25 GSa/s

53 period_acq = (1/( f_acq))*1e9 #Find period and convert from s to ns

54 stepsize = period_acq#(delay_m)/(end_delay -start_delay)

55 t = np.linspace(0,len(ch1 [0])*stepsize ,len(ch1 [0]))-start_delay*

stepsize

56

57 ##Histogram:

58 fig ,ax = plt.subplots ()

59 fig.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.15)

60 values , counts = np.unique(delays , return_counts=True)

61 values=values *1e9

62 max_distance_between_delays = np.round((np.max(delays)-np.min(delays))

*1e9 ,8) #THIS IS IMPORTANT !!!

63 discrete_steps_between_values= np.diff(values) #0.8

64 if np.size(np.unique(np.round(discrete_steps_between_values ,11))) ==

1:

65 discrete_steps_between_values = np.round(

discrete_steps_between_values [0],3)

66 else:

67 discrete_steps_between_values = np.unique(np.round(

discrete_steps_between_values ,11))

68 ymin = 0

69 ymax = np.max(counts)+10

70 xmin = np.min(values)-1

71 xmax = np.max(values)+1

72

73 ax.vlines(values , 0, counts , color=’C0’, lw=4,label="Delay")

74 ax.plot([delay_m ,delay_m ],[0,ymax],’r--’,label=f"$\overline {{t_{{ delay
}}}}$={round(delay_m ,2)} ns")

75 ax.annotate(f"Delay span: {max_distance_between_delays} ns\nDiscrete

steps: {discrete_steps_between_values} ns",

76 xy=(xmax -0.35 , ymax -7), xycoords="data",

77 xytext =(xmax -0.35, ymax -2), textcoords="data",

78 va="top", ha="right",

79 bbox=dict(boxstyle="round", fc="w"),

80 arrowprops=dict(arrowstyle="->"))

81 plt.xticks(values ,np.round(values ,2),rotation =45)

82 ax.set_ylim ([ymin ,ymax])

83 ax.set_xlim ([xmin ,xmax])

84 plt.legend(loc="upper left")

85 plt.title(f"{mcu_name} distribution of delays (n={np.size(delays)})")

86 plt.xlabel("Time [ns]")

87 plt.ylabel("Occurences")

88

89 ## Waveform plot:

90 fig = plt.figure ()

91 ax = fig.add_subplot (111)

92 plt.plot(t,ch1_m ,color=mcolors.CSS4_COLORS["gold"],label="$\overline{
THGVO}$")

93 plt.plot(t,ch2_m ,color=mcolors.CSS4_COLORS["limegreen"],label="$\
overline{SS\_HOLD}$")

94

95

96 lowest_midpoint = np.size(ch2[1,:])

97 highest_midpoint = 0

98 for i in range(np.size(ch2 [: ,1])):

99 curr_wave = ch2[i]

100 ch2_deriv = np.gradient(curr_wave ,1);

101 #midpoint = find_nearest(ch2_deriv ,max(ch2_deriv))[0]

102 midpoint = find_nearest(curr_wave [:2200] ,1.5) [0]

103 if midpoint < lowest_midpoint:

104 lowest_midpoint = midpoint

105 fast_response = curr_wave

106 elif midpoint > highest_midpoint:

107 highest_midpoint = midpoint

108 slow_response = curr_wave

109
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110

111 #higher "conf interval ":

112 plt.plot(t,fast_response ,":",color=mcolors.CSS4_COLORS["limegreen"],

alpha =0.2, label="Fastest response")

113 #lower "conf interval ":

114 plt.plot(t,slow_response ,"--",color=mcolors.CSS4_COLORS["limegreen"],

alpha =0.2, label="Slowest response")

115 plt.legend ()

116 #Fill between

117 #ax.fill_between(t, slow_response , fast_response , color=mcolors.

CSS4_COLORS [" limegreen"], alpha =.05)

118

119

120 an1 = ax.annotate("", #Illustrative/Indication of the mean delay

121 xy=(t[start_delay -1], 1.5), xycoords=’data’, #start_delay

-1 instead of interpolation (because we’re observing rising edge

from the "right" side)

122 xytext =(t[end_delay], 1.5), textcoords=’data’,

123 arrowprops=dict(arrowstyle="|-|",

124 connectionstyle="arc3",

125 color=mcolors.CSS4_COLORS["red"])

126 )

127 an2 = ax.annotate(f"$\overline {{t_{{ delay }}}}$ = {delay_m :.3f} ns\n $\
sigma$ = {delay_std :.3f} ns",

128 xy=(.5, -.8), xycoords=an1 ,

129 xytext =(.5, -.8), textcoords="offset points",

130 va="center", ha="center",

131 bbox=dict(boxstyle="round", fc="w"),

132 arrowprops=dict(arrowstyle="->"))

133 # an3 = ax.annotate (" Distribution",

134 # xy=(74, 2.6), xycoords ="data",

135 # xytext =(50, 0), textcoords =" offset points",

136 # va=" center", ha=" center",

137 # bbox=dict(boxstyle =" round", fc="w"),

138 # arrowprops=dict(arrowstyle ="->"))

139

140 ax.set_xlim ([ -30 ,1200])

141

142 plt.title(f"{mcu_name} TC-module total delay")

143 plt.xlabel("Time [ns]")

144 plt.ylabel("Voltage [V]")

117
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Appendix J

Interpolation algorithm used in Test 2

Listing J.1: Python-functions used for interpolating waveforms from the
two tests to acquire more precise measurements.

1 def resample_until_precise(wave ,period_acq ,scalefactor = 500,

precision =1e-5):

2 stepsize = period_acq/scalefactor

3 numsteps = len(ch1 [0])*scalefactor

4

5 t_new = np.arange(t[0],t[-1], stepsize)

6

7 f = interpolate.interp1d(t,ch1[wave],kind="linear")

8 f2 = interpolate.interp1d(t,ch2[wave],kind="linear")

9 ch1_up = f(t_new)

10 ch2_up = f2(t_new)

11

12 #Find edges

13 re1 = int(np.argmax(ch1_up >thresh))

14 re2 = int(np.argmax(ch2_up >thresh))

15 fe2 = int(re2 + np.argmax(ch2_up[re2:] < thresh))

16 offset1 = np.abs(ch1_up[re1]-thresh)

17 offset2 = np.abs(ch2_up[re2]-thresh)

18 offset3 = np.abs(ch2_up[fe2]-thresh)

19 if offset1 < precision and offset2 < precision and offset3 <

precision:

20 print("Wave: "+str(wave))

21 print("Offset rising edge 1: "+str(offset1))

22 print("Offset rising edge 2: "+str(offset2))

23 print("Offset falling edge 2: "+str(offset3))

24 else:

25 #Scalefactor too low , increase to increase precision.

26 return resample_until_precise(wave ,period_acq ,scalefactor *2,\

27 precision=precision)

28

29 delay = (re2 -re1)*stepsize

30 width = (fe2 -re2)*stepsize

31

32 return re1 , re2 , fe2 , delay , width , scalefactor , stepsize ,

numsteps , t_new[re1], t_new[re2], t_new[fe2]

33

34 def reload_data ():

35 global ch1 ,ch2 ,delays ,widths ,ch1_m ,ch2_m ,thresh ,start_delay ,

end_delay , \

36 end_pulse ,t,scalefactors ,stepsizes ,numsteps ,res_ch1 ,res_ch2 ,

fes_ch2 , \

37 delay_m ,delay_std ,width_m ,width_std ,mcu_name ,start_delays ,

end_delays ,\

38 end_pulses ,c_delay ,precision

39

40

41 if chip == "Microchip":

42 mcu_name = "Microchip SAVM71Q21"

43 c_delay = 47

44 ch1 = np.load(f"./ Data_longer_1000ns_{chip}/ Change from

CPCSTOP to CPCDIS /150 kHz /1000 _channel1_waveforms.npy")

45 ch2 = np.load(f"./ Data_longer_1000ns_{chip}/ Change from

CPCSTOP to CPCDIS /150 kHz /1000 _channel2_waveforms.npy")

46 delays = np.load(f"./ Data_longer_1000ns_{chip}/ Change from

CPCSTOP to CPCDIS /150 kHz /1000 _delays.npy")

47 elif chip == "Vorago":

48 mcu_name = "Vorago VA10820"

49 if c_delay == 47:
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50 ch1 = np.load(f"./ Data_longer_1000ns_{chip }/50 MHz /1000

_channel1_waveforms.npy")

51 ch2 = np.load(f"./ Data_longer_1000ns_{chip }/50 MHz /1000

_channel2_waveforms.npy")

52 delays = np.load(f"./ Data_longer_1000ns_{chip }/50 MHz /1000

_delays.npy")

53 elif c_delay == 48:

54 ch1 = np.load(f"./ Data_longer_1000ns_{chip }/50 MHz/48

cycles /1000 _channel1_waveforms.npy")

55 ch2 = np.load(f"./ Data_longer_1000ns_{chip }/50 MHz/48

cycles /1000 _channel2_waveforms.npy")

56 delays = np.load(f"./ Data_longer_1000ns_{chip }/50 MHz/48

cycles /1000 _delays.npy")

57 else:

58 sys.exit()

59 else:

60 sys.exit()

61 ch1_m = np.mean(ch1 ,axis =0)

62 ch2_m = np.mean(ch2 ,axis =0)

63 start_delay = np.argmax(ch1_m >thresh)

64 end_delay = np.argmax(ch2_m >thresh)

65 end_pulse = end_delay + np.argmax(ch2_m[end_delay :] < thresh)

66

67

68 f_acq = 1.25e9 # 1.25 GSa/s

69 period_acq = (1/( f_acq))*1e9 #Find period and convert from s to ns

70 stepsize = period_acq#(delay_m)/(end_delay -start_delay)

71 t = np.linspace(0,len(ch1 [0])*stepsize ,len(ch1 [0]))-start_delay*

stepsize

72

73 #Find rising edge for each waveform:

74

75 delays = np.zeros(len(ch1))

76 widths = np.zeros(len(ch2))

77 scalefactors = np.zeros(len(ch2))

78 stepsizes = np.zeros(len(ch2))

79 numsteps = np.zeros(len(ch2))

80 start_delays = np.zeros(len(ch2))

81 end_delays = np.zeros(len(ch2))

82 end_pulses = np.zeros(len(ch2))

83 res_ch1 = np.zeros(len(ch1),dtype="int")

84 res_ch2 = np.zeros(len(ch2),dtype="int")

85 fes_ch2 = np.zeros(len(ch2),dtype="int")

86 for wave in range(len(ch1)):

87 res_ch1[wave], res_ch2[wave], fes_ch2[wave], \

88 delays[wave], widths[wave], scalefactors[wave], stepsizes[wave

], \

89 numsteps[wave],start_delays[wave], end_delays[wave], \

90 end_pulses[wave] = resample_until_precise(wave ,period_acq ,\

91 precision=precision)

92

93 #Resampled average value for edges

94 start_delay = np.mean(start_delays)

95 end_delay = np.mean(end_delays)

96 end_pulse = np.mean(end_pulses)

97

98 #Resampled averages for response time and pulse width

99 delay_m = np.mean(delays)

100 delay_std = np.std(delays)

101 width_m = np.mean(widths)

102 width_std = np.std(widths)
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